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2. 
2. Personal Reports of Supervisors. 
III. EVALUATION OF THE SUPERVISORY ACTIVITIES AS THEY ARE SET 
FORTH IN THE REPORTS PRESENTED. 
(It is thought that the best results can be obtained by 
combining points II and III of the Outline -- in other words, 
it is best to give an evaluation of each unit of Supervision 
immediately after the report of the work.) 
II. REPORTS OF UNITS OF SUPERVISION OBSERVED BY THE WRITER . 
. 
1. A teacher is finding diffnculty with a new system 
of Primary Reading. Miss A is a teacher of ordinary ability, 
with a group of children largely from non-English-speaking 
homes. She does not like changes, prefers to keep to the system 
that she has used, sees very little that is good in the new 
system._. 
a. The Supervisor gives a teaching lesson in Miss A's 
class to which she invites Miss B, another first-grade teacher, 
of superior ability, in the same building~ She demonstrates 
the method which she has carefully studied, gets quick, happy 
response from the pupils. 
b. The next day the Supervisor gives a follow-up lesson 
in Miss B's room, though Miss B does not need this help. Miss A 
is invited to that lesson. A brief conference was held with both 
·-
teachers after school about the reaction of the group as a whole 
and of individual members, with a discussion'- in which both 
teachers joined, of the next steps to be taken. 
c. On the third-day Miss B gave the lesson at the 
3. 
Supervisor's request, with Miss A and the Supervisor observing. 
Friendly discussion followed. Miss A's enthusiasm and the 
Supervisor's quiet, steady certainty of the nworth-whileness" 
of each phase of the new Reading system, were having their effect. 
Then Miss A gives the lesson and exerted herself to show the 
Supervisor and MiRs B that she could get her pupils to partic-
ipate with eagerness and right thinking to the situations chosen 
to produce the desire for Reading. 
d. The publishers sent a demonstrator to give a series 
of lessons in the new Reading method. The Supervisor said to 
Miss A, nAfter __ this group of lessons has been given we shall 
have a meeting of all First Grade teachers to discuss the 
demonstrations. Will you be on the lookout as the Demonstrator 
proceeds for just this one point -- what measures did she take 
to develop the power of-making new words? How much does she 
use phonics? I am asking a few other teachers to report on 
some other points. I expect, of course, that you will say 
exactly what you thinke I wish an honest expression of opinion." 
Pleased to be chosen to report at the meeting of all the 
First Grade teachers, Miss A prepared herself carefully. The 
Demonstrator had exceptional ability in teaching. She gave an 
unusually helpful set of lessons. Miss A by this time had an 
auspicious mind -- set. At the teacher's meeting she gave an 
excellent report and expressed herself as genuinely in favor 
1f', of the new system of Reading. 
Evaluation. 
The Supervisor's aim was to get Miss A voluntarily to 
4. 
see the value of the new system, and to wake her up to the 
possibilities there were in First Grade teaching. 
What did the Supervisor do in her periods with Miss A? 
She taught for her; she let her see Miss B 1 s good teaching; she 
discussed difficulties and methods of procedure in a friendly 
helpful way; she brought about Miss A's good lesson before her-
self and Miss B; she gave Miss A the responsibility of reporting 
favorably or adversely on the Demonstrator's methods. The 
Supervisor consciously and skillfully brought about a decided 
improvement not only in Miss A's work on this particular system 
·of Reading, but in her whole attitude and in her class-room 
activities. Miss A began to have more respect for herself and 
more desire to become a skillful teacher. Incidentally, she 
became a warm advocate instead of an adverse critic of the new 
Reading systemo 
2~ A Visit with a Supervisor of Junior High School --
School x. 
The writer visited a Junior High Schoo~ which had been 
recommended for its good class-room work, which was under the 
direct supervision of an offic-ial kriown as a Supervisor of 
Teaching in Classrooms and Shop-s. The visitor was invited to 
observe the Supervisor at work with a teacher of Social Studies 
for a fifty-minute period. The Supervisor explained that con-
ferences had been held with the group of teachers of Social Studies. 
"I have told them how I expect them to teach," said the 
Supervisor. "They know quite definitely steps I expect them 
to take and in what order. 11 The visitor began to wonder what 
5. 
teachers would do under the kind of Supervisor who so dictator-
ially stated that she told them just how to teach. 
Miss J~nnings, the teacher visited, was an excellent type 
of Junior High School teacher -- alert, progressive, original-
and ca~able of getting real pupil-partiaipation. She started 
bravely with a ''Teaching to study Lesson 11 on the comparison of 
the national resources of Germany and France with a view to 
determining how the development of these resources have influenced 
the growth and the national life of each country. 
It w.as very obvious that Miss Jennings could not follow 
her own plan but felt constrained to adapt her teaching to certain 
required formulas of the Supervisor. The pupils' interest, at 
first keen, began to flag. T~e Supervisor, with an inevidibly 
superior air, took the class, and attempted to apply her set 
formula of development. The pupils listened politely. The 
teacher was chagrined and discouraged. The visitor was amazed 
and sorrowful. 
Evaluation. 
Aim -- The Supervisor aimed to improve classroom procedure. 
What did she_ do when she supervised? 
In conferences and in classroom she made the grievous 
mistake of attempting to impose her ideas and her set order of 
procedure upon the teachers and upon the uninterested pupils. 
Her interpretation of some vital modern principles was narrow 
- and formal though she had been trained in a famous university. 
~---. 
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outcomes. 
\ For the teacher -- discouragement, repression, lack of 
@reedom to use her own resourcefulness, and eventually degener-
ation of teaching ability. 
For the pupil -- waste of time and atrophy of many self~ 
educating powers. 
3. A Visit to JuniorHigh School. 
The Supervising Principal told the visitor that Miss 
Nathan would probably be having a lesson with an.eighth-year 
class on Functional Grammar, which would be worked out in accord-
ance with a plan that had been developed by the teachers of 
English in a series of conferences, which she inaugurated. The 
Principal was the Chairman at times, and sometimes a teacher was 
Chairman, but the accepted plans were always the result of the 
decistons of the teachers. The Principal was a silent but sym-
pathetic auditor throughout the lesson, in which the pupils dis-
cussed in a live, earnest fashion the use of complex sentences in 
their own compositions. Miss Nathan was a real leader. Attention 
was practically one hundred per cent. The Principal, at the close 
of the lesson, made some appreciative remarks which were evidently 
treasured by the pupils. 
Evaluation. 
Aim -- This Supervising Principal had thought out her 
aims carefully. She knew that real growth comes from within. 
She attempted to get the teachers to realize the need for certain 
objectives and the need also for striving with intelligence and 
enthusiasm for those objectives. 
7. 
What did she do when she supervised? 
In a talk with Miss Nathan later in the day the visitor 
thought she had found the reason for the superior types of teach-
ing found in the classrooms visited. Said Miss Nathan, "Mrs. Thomas~ 
talks with us in groups and individually, discussing with us the 
big principles that are now accepted as bases of method. She 
stands like adamant for these principles but she leaves us to 
work out these principles with perfect freedom to carry out our 
own interpretations of these principles. Naturally she follows 
up and checks up an~ kindly and helpfully shows a teacher, when 
necessary, that her teaching is not really in acco-rdance with 
the fundamental principles upon which the faculty agreed." 
outcomes. 
An unusual enthusiasm noticeable in most of the teachers 
for superior teaching skill~ 
A happy, intelligent working~spirit, very general among 
the pupils. 
IIt PERSONAL REPORTS OF SUPERVISORS UPON THEIR ACTIVITIES. 
A. Report of a Principal of a Twenty-Room Elementary 
School Grades -- Kindergarten to Eighth Grade, inclusive. 
This Principal reports a series of supervisory activities 
organized by him to discover the causes of difficulties in 
Arithmetic and to find the necessary remedial measures. 
8. 
THE ARITHMETIC PROBLEM 
------
~ -
The hardest ~task for a Supervising Principal is to side-
track those thing~ which loom up in ~he ~aily routine of keeping 
the machinery oiled_ and running~ oand wh~ch, if we:.are not careful, 
frittles away the few hours of a school day. I find myself at 
times doing work that a $15 a week clerk could do just as effi-
ciently. 
To write down what a Principal does from ringing the 
bell to bandaging a bruised knee or finding a lost hat, or settling 
a dispute between children of neighboring families, would sur-
prise the uninitiated; -- but like the poor, they are always 
with us. They must be attended to and usually at once. So 
supervision is sandwiched in and too often gets the short end 
of a busy day. What a relief it would be if we could devote 
ourselves undisturbed to the task of child development --
mentally, physically and morally. 
But enough of negation -- we must think of our work in 
terms of success, and supervision should be pragmatic to the 
extent of diagnosing the causes of failure and suggesting 
remedies. 
In a large school with a span of nine grades and seven 
to eight hundred pupils and no office clerk, experience has 
taught that supervision reaches .teachers and .pupils more forcibly 
in the form of a drive. The reason for this drive of visiting 
teachers during the Arithmetic period, watching the pupils at 
work, talking with teachers to get their reaction and point of 
1 
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view is because teachers generally admit that the results are 
poorer in Arithmetic than in any other subject and gives them 
the most concerne 
The attached graph was made_up f;ro~" the_second term's 
average cards. It shows tl).e per cent of pupils in different 
grades and groups that were rated as high as seventy per cent 
by their teachers. Pupils have been classified into homogenous 
groups using all information available. The normal curve of 
distribution is recommended and urged, yet teachers are reluctant 
to follow it and send a pupil to the next higher grade with a 
passing mark in Arithmetic, when they feel the work has not been 
accomplished to their satisfaction at least. 
On the other hand, to get. sixty-four per cent of the 
-pupils to register seventy per cent of accuracy isn't a nice 
thing to look at for any of us, from those who planned the course 
to the parent who entrusts his child to our guidance. We ought 
to do better than that • 
. · ,. -
• 
• 
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With these unfortunate facts before us we sent out 
an inquiry to see if we could get a few __ _leads. We are not 
setting out to prove anything. _ We a~e getting the reaction 
of teachers on the firing line. 
THE INQUIRY - SEVENTEEN TEACHERS CANVASSED 
1. Are you satisfied with results in Arithmetic? 
No - 11. Yes - 2. With some pupils - 2. 
2. Do you think more time should be given? 
No - 14. Yes 
-
l. To some pupils 
- 2. 
3. Have you covered outline to date? 
No - 3. Yes - 14~ 
4. Do pupils come prepared to do your grade work? 
No - 1. Yes - 4. Part of them - 10. 
5. Do you think pupils should be required to complete 
satisfactorily the work in Arithmetic of a grade 
before going on? 
No - l. Yes - 14. 
6. Do you think all pupils should be required to 
complete the same outline? 
No - 10. Yes - 7. 
Failures in Arithmetic are due to the following in my 
judgment. The table shows the reaction of teachers to the 
suggestions of (1) carelessness, (2) lack of interest, (3) poor 
foundation, (4) low intelligence, (5) absences • 
• 
12 • 
Failures due to 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
. . . 
. . Carelessness 7 4 . 6 . . . 
Lack of Interest 3 7 4 
Poor Foundation 6 6 3 
Low Intelligence 8 6 2 2 
. 
. 
Absences 2 1 3 11 
To clarify the table: carelessness was considered the 
biggest handicap by seven teachers, low intelligence by eight 
teachers and absences by two. 
Of secondary importance carelessness was specified by 
four teachers, poor foundation by six, low intelligence by six 
and absences by one, etc. 
In passing, it is interesting to note that carelessness 
and low intelligence get nearly all first choices. 
Teachers have not been guilty of professional discourtesy 
and passed the buck to former teachers. 
A FEW SAMPLE VISITS 
Grade 6. (Slow group) Written mental Arithmetic dictated by teacher. 
3/8 x 4; 7/8 - 3/4, etc .. 
Teacher give~s these weekly. Pupils correct each 
others. There is grade competition, row competition 
and pupils are stimulated to surpass their own record. 
These were results: 
100 X 3 50 X 4 
90 X 2 40 X 6 Suggested that it be 
80 X 2 30 X 1 made a part of each 
70 X 8 20 X 2 dayts work using only 
60 X 2 10 X 4 simple combinations at 
0 X 2/36 first. Separate pupils 
below 70 for drill by 
assistant. 
•• 
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Though this is a slow group, it is not the slowest. 
The teacher is sympathetic, fair-minded, studies her pupils 
intelligently. She is well below median of school on the graph. 
She teaches and develops above the average and yet at a casual 
visit we register fifty per cent of success. 
Incidentally, te®cher emphasized that there is too much 
in sixth grade outline. Some measures could well be deferred. 
(Linear, surface and cubic measu~es taught here.) 
Two problems: 
Floor of barn 80' x 45 1 • 
How many square feet? 
Nearly all had it right. 
School building, four rooms. 
Each room a blackboard 24' 
x 4 1 • Find cost of all 
blackboards at 23 cents a 
square foot. 
cNearly all had it wrong. 
Teacher guestions.3:-step problems for all pupils in 
Grade 6. • 
Grade 5. 
Teacher working an addition of mixed numbers. Pupils 
seem to make mistakes by method taught. 
Example: 32-1/2 
27-2/3 
41-5/8 
33-5/6 
133 
2 15 
24 
135 15 
24 
12 + 16 + 15 + 20 = 63 = 
24 24 
2 15 
24 
Teacher seems to :think the old equation 
method was less confusing and pupils made 
fewer careless mistakes. Adding horizontally 
also gives trouble. 
The following written work was being done: 
1) 892) 109,761 
) 
2) Add 32-1/2 
27-2/3 
41-5/8 
33-5/6 
3) 31204 
324x 
4) 16=1/3 
22-3/9 
17-1/2 
28-5/6 + 
• 
5) 
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95 lbs. of beef were cut from a side weighing 119 lbs. 
The remainder was sold at 45 cts~ a lb. How much was 
received for the remainder? 
The papers were collected, marked and averaged as 
follows:-
1. Ri§ht 19 Wrong 8 
2. 11 " 16 
3. 11 12 It 15 
4o t1 15 ll 12 
5. " 19 II 8 
76 59 
The work seems to 
A critical analysis revealed a 
wide range of mistakes, but very 
largely carelessness I believe. 
·In 1. :Multiplication 1 
---- :Subtraction 5 
:Division 1 
:Bringing down 1 
In 2.:L. C. D. 7 
---- :Subtraction 1 
!Division 1 
:Addition 4 
3 X 
5 X 
5 X 
5 X 
2 X 
3 X 
2 X 
In 3. 
0 carry 
1 tt 
2 = 5 
0 carry 
1-:.3 
0 carry 
2 = 6 
1 ::: 
1 
= 
1 = 
1 
have been properly 
presented and teacher 
tries to get individ-
ual mistakes.but number 
comtinations are 
inaccurate. 
:Copying 2 Addition 3 times 
:Multiplication 1 Arrangement 3 
In 4. 
7 
7 
7 
0 
S:gg_gested more drill on ·:-
tables and board work by 
pupils under .. ,eye of teacher. 
Adding horizontally 1 
Grade 5. 
~=L. _~G-. D. 2 
Method 3 
Copying 3 
Adding 3 
Assistant in building was weighing and measuring this 
group. Teacher was using time to good advantage in multiplica-
tion of fractions, one-fourth of class being out of the room at 
a time. 
Group of children selected by teacher working at board~ 
Teacher would write rapidly a number combination for each pupil, 
all different. She passed among them noting specific errors. 
·• When detected, attention was called to it and other problems 
involving·same number combinations were given. Writing of tables 
were requested at times. I learned more than I gave here, I think. 
• 
15 .. 
The value of board work by pupils for diagnostic purposes 
settling while it is hot seems to give better results than 
diagnosing a set of papers after it is cold$ This came home 
to me very forcibly in this lesson. 
I 
Teacher uses Court~s, Studebaker and Thompson's Minimum. 
I gave her a sample of Bradley's Self-Keyed Arithmetic Problems 
and asked her to look over Service Arithmetics and Thorndike's 
book to get sensible problems; also to allow pupils to make up 
problems for each other; also to ask pupils to bring in any 
problem they are called upon or had to solve outside of school. 
Arithmetic ought to be something more than getting averages. 
Grad~ 6. Fast Group. 
_,_ Pupils working on 3 step problems. Class on whole· is 
better than average. Pupils come from English-speaking homes. 
Teacher having trouble with 3 step problems. 
Suggested to teacher that she take up nsteps in Problem 
Solving" as found in Schooling & Clark Mathematics for Grade 8~ 
Gifted pupils in this group could carry the out line if others 
didn't hold them back. Teacher thinks outline is too heavy for 
all pupils. Suggests we defer one or more of the measures till 
a later grade. 
Grade 4. Teacher working- on subtraction for review and multi-
plication with three digits. Subt~action tried out by Aus~rian 
method and results satisfactory. Thought it ought to be gen,-. 
erally taught. 
Asked regarding hardest problem for grade. She said 
long division. 
• 
"The more you can focus on individual difficulties, 
the more successful we will be in teaching Aritbmeti·c," is 
the judgment of this teacher* 
Gave her a sample copy of Service Arithmetic. 
Discussed with teacher over-age pupils and pupils 
who have come from other schools. 
Asked this teacher to look up Winnetka and Dalton plans. 
Grade 2. Teacher working on Roman Numerals. 
Dictation by teacher. Pupils working at board. Children 
did well. I· asked pupils where I could find some Roman numerals 
and I was referred to the clock~ Commendation and encouragement 
were left with teacher. 
Grade 7. Scho·ttf'ling & Clerk Mathematics .. 
Mist.ake s in e.ddition and subtract ion due to careless-
ness. Daily tests and progress graphs·ought to correct much 
·of this. Teacher suggested that mixing of methods of teaching 
fractions was not advisable and old method was preferred. 
7-1/2 = 7-2/4 
8-3/4 = 8-3[4 
15-5/4 = 16-1/4 
Grade 8. (Slow Group) Rule of Pythagoras .. 
Drill work on right triangles with equations to prove 
the rule. Teacher specializing in mathematics, prepares her 
work daily and is enthusiastic about the laboratory method 
altho' she emphasizes drill in her teaching. 
s-uggested value of note books in this method and went 
·over progress graphse 
17 .. 
My conclusions s.f'ter watching teachers and pupils in 
all grades: 
1. There is considerable carelessness due to lack 
of' automatic response. Tables especially should be learned 
and over-learning emphasized. Guessing and taking chances 
have no place in Arithmetic. 
2a Arithmetical intelligence is an individual 
problem. It looks like diagnosing individual cases, motivating 
the work and insisting on accuracy bef'ore speed. 
3. We ought to approach the ideal of' allowing pupils 
to go on at their own speed without being obliged to wait for 
__ the laggard or get discouraged by the gif'ted. One develops 
laziness and the other, the inferiority complex. Whether this 
can be done by the three-track ple.n, a project plan, the 
Winnetka or Dalton plan, or "what not" is not for me to deter-
mine. I f'eel sure that teachers are willing and anxious to do 
all they can for pupils with annual promotions by average; lack 
of' inf'ormation and skill perhaps shows up more as the years 
increase. Studebaker, 9ourtes and others have done much for 
us, and a laboratory method of' some kind f'or the first six 
. 
years of'f'ers some hope, in our humble opinion. I'd like to try it •. 
~ ·~ 
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EVALUATION OF THE REPORT OF MR.lt,"""_p_.RINCIPAL 
OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF V;'WEN:r$ UNITS. 
Here is a series 'Of supervisory procedures centered 
around the effort to find solutions for certain phases of the 
arithmetic problems in the first eight gradese The Principal, 
it is obvious, considers his supervisory function to be of 
major importance and attewpts to carry out that conviction in 
this unit of supervisory procedures, throughout his school. 
What are his procedures? 
1. Meetings of teachers of the whole school in which 
an understanding of the difficulties to be studied are discussed. 
An understanding of the methods to be used in this _investigation 
was one of the objectives of these teachers' meetings. Another 
objective was the stimulation of the teachers' interest to give 
intensive study to certain specific phases of the arithmetic 
teaching. 
2. The Principal followed up these meetings by visits 
to the classrooms. During each visit he studied to find the 
causes of the failures of the pupils and discussed these obser-
vations with the teacher. His scientific, professional attitude 
of' mind is evident f'rom the f'act that he says that in certain 
visits he learned more than he gave to the teacher. 
3. Further follow-up occurs in the conferences with 
teachers to help diagnosis of the pupils' needs and to discuss 
remedial measures. 
outcomes. 
An awakened interest and enthusiasm among the teachers 
• 
-. 
" 
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for a·careful, scientific study of a specific problem, with a 
consequent gain to the pupils: 
This is real supervision, because it results in improve-
ment of teaching through the desire of the teachers themselves 
to attack a difficulty after intelligent study. 
REPORT FROM MISS B. 
Miss B is a Director of Practice and Training in a 
large city. She gives here a summary of her work for five days. 
Supervisory Duties for Week 
Jan~ 17 Jan. 21. 
As the duties of the Director of Practice and Training 
are two-fold, namely: the assignment of all substitutes and 
Temporary Teachers to the Boston Schools and the Supervision 
of all students of Teacher 1 s College of the City of Boston 
during their practice term these duties necessarily change with 
the nature of the work and the field to be covered. No one week 
-cis quite like another as each week takes me out into a different 
group. 
1. One week the Supervision may be of Practice students 
in the Elementary School~ another week it may be those doing 
their practice teacl;ling in the High Schools~ and still another 
may be in the Junior High field. Other groups under the super-
vision of this department are all graduates of Teachers 1 College 
serving probation until time of permanent appointment. 
2. All graduates of Colleges serving in the High School 
as Temporary Teachers until they are admitted to permanent ser-
19 .. 
vice through examination. 
3. All substitute teachers serving in long term 
assignments~ 
activities: 
A typical week's work calls for the following 
Monday A. M. 
tl P. M. 
Tuesday A. M. 
Tuesday P. M. 
Wednesday A. M. 
Wednesday P. M. 
Thursday A. M. 
II P. M. 
Friday.A. M. 
Friday P. M. 
Assign Substitutes 
Visit schools - Practice Students 
Teaching Conference with 
Practice Students Elementary 
Groups training in Gradesii 
and Grades III. 
Visit Schools, Supervise 
Practice Students. 
·substitute assignments, 
Visit Practice Students 
(near-by school). 
.Attend Conference of Superin-
tendent, Principals and 
Directors for Character 
Training Program (1927). 
Substitute Assignments. 
Conference (Teaching) Students 
training in High Schools. 
Sure rvisory visits to Practice 
Students training in High School 
and Elementary Grades. 
Departments'Conference. Problems 
of the week and plans discussed. 
Every Class-room visit is followed by an Individual 
Conference with the teacher in which her particular problems are 
discusses and constructive helps given. 
The foregoing outline gives but ·an inadequate knowl-
edge of the many duties performed by the Director but serves as 
a basis for an ordin~ry week 1 s work. 
• 
20. 
EVALUATION OF REPORT OF MISS B, DIRECTOR OF PRACTICE 
AND TRAINING IN A LARGE CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM 
Miss B spends almost all her time in activities that 
are purely supervisory, as she directs the practice work and 
training of young, inexperienced teachers. That it is difficult 
to get a good contribution to a study in Supervision is exemp-
lified by this report. Here is an industrious, conscientious 
supervisor, who gives merely a list, with very little that is 
illuminating concerning: -1-"the specific objectives in any one 
of her supervisory activities; -2- just what are her procedures 
when she makes a visit and holds conferences; -3- there is no 
~~~~t of what happens on the second or succeeding visits to a 
teacher, as a sequence to what happened on preceding visits. 
This is an illustration of the need of bringing home to super-
visors the necessity for analyzing their own aims and procedures 
much more carefully than most of them are now doing. 
Monday, A. M~ 
REPORT OF MISS C, A CRITIC TEACHER 
IN A NORMAL SCHOOL 
Superv~ision of Student Teachers 
Grade 8. 
9:00 - Observed lessons of three students in arithmetic. 
9:45 - Taught music. 
10:15 - 11:30 - Observed spelling and geography. 
P.M • 
1:30 - 2:15 - Conducted lesson in Composition. 
2:45 - Observed history le~son; 
3:45 -·special conference with three students from 
normal school for criticism of book reports 
given to Grade 8 on Friday. 
21. 
Tuesday, A. M. 
8:40 - Conference with individual students on plans 
for teaching special arithmetic lesson. 
9:40 -Demonstration lesson in grammar given~efore 
a normal school freshman class and students 
in training. 
10:15 - Conference with students mentioned above on 
requirements for writing up lesson observed. 
P. M. 
1:10 Conference with students in training. 
Wednesday, A. M. 
8:40 - Conference and criticism of students• plans to 
introduce letter-writing. (Matter discussed 
in conference of last week.) 
2:30 - Observation of lessons given by students using 
plans mentioned above. 
Thursday, January 20th. 
2:15 - Observation of student teaching a lesson 
on nrvanhoett. 
Friday, A. M. 
9:00 - Observed student presenting story of 
Sergeant Yorke to Grade 8. 
9:15 - Demonstration _lesson in algebra. 
P. M.- -
1:00 - Conference with students in training. 
-
3:00 - Observed two normal-school students present 
book reports to Grade 8. (Criticisms on Monday.) 
EVALUATION OF REPORT OF MISS C, 
CRITIC TEACHER IN NORMAL SCHOOL 
Again a mere list is given. This teacher, rated as a 
valuable member of a Normal School faculty, simply tells that she 
demonstrates, observes, criticizes, confers, with no analysis of 
any one of these pro_cedures. 
• 
.
-
-
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REPORT OF MISS D, PRINCIPAL OF A TEN-ROOM BUILDING 
INCLUDING KINDERGARTEN, GRADES I TO VI, A SPECIAL 
ENGLISH CLASS FOR PUPILS RETARDED BY REASON OF THE 
LANGUAGE HANDICAP; AND A CLASS FOR MENTAL DEFECTIVES. 
.--""'--·~·-·-'"1 
- . 
The note that accompanied this report is worth record-
ing,_ since it shows qerta:t:n attitudes of' mind that are common 
enough among Supervising Principals who are feeling their way 
toward constructive supervision through paths that are still 
somewhat hazy. 
Miss D was asked by the writer of' this thesis to st~dy 
her own supervisory procedures f'or a week and to write a report 
of' these activities. This _report was to be the result of' an 
analysis of goals, methods of' reaching those goals, and such 
other critical surveys of her own attempts at exercising the 
supervisory f'unct-ion of' a Principal as she wished to add. 
Here is an excerpt f'~om Miss D's letter: 
I f'ear that this work is not what you 
want. I am very glad, however, that you asked me for 
it, because it has helped me in various ways. There 
were some better days of supervision than these, but 
I neglected to take notes, and thought perhaps I should 
have still better ones to report. There are so many 
interruptions every day, that although my plans are 
made f'or the day, I cannot always follow them. Of 
course there are numberless ·other duties I performed 
on each of these days, which I have not set down in 
writing, but which really were supervision, -- weighing 
and measuring pupils overseeing and taking records of' 
~ 
• 
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physical examinations, attending to matters of 
discipline, etc. 
I realize that my work is written in 
an amateurish way, since I did not use terms 
motivation, social situations, pupil actiyity, 
organization of material, purposeful activity, etc. 
but I am familiar with these terms and have read 
considerable material on Supervision. I think I 
do the work, and take in the broad aspect of Super-
vision, but do not express it very well. 
Then follows the actual report of the activities of 
five days:-
By General Supervision I mean that I always note first:-
Organization of room physical conditions 
temperature, light, appearance of room, board work, attendance, 
atmosphere of room (tenseness, freedom, indifference or alert-
ness on 'part of teacher and pupils), sympt.oms of illness, etc. 
FIRST DAY 
Grade VI - 40 minutes. General Supervision. 
Pupils checking up on spelling when I entered. Asked 
teacher to remove at recess a pile of books on bookcase to 
improve appearance of room. Requested for second time that a 
deaf pupil be brought nearer to front of room. Asked several 
pupils to remo.ve overshoes. 
Returned to room after 11:30. Found books still in 
same place and removed· them to clos·et. Next day found deaf 
---
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pupil in same seat, so changed her myself. This teacher does 
mean to cooperate, but has poor memory. Evidence occasionally 
of a little improvement, however~ 
Taught language. 
Pupils have 
improved since 
September in abil-
ity to stand and 
express themselves. 
They talk more 
distinctly. 
Comparison of Lincoln and 
Washington. 
Class talked about and 
corrected each other's 
home 'work in composition. 
First Grade - 20 minutes. General Supervision. 
Class just finishing music lesson conducted by assistant 
all working. 
I talked to room teacher about attendance. 
Saw busy work distributed with no loss of time 
evidence of previous planning. 
Walked around room, looking at, commending, helping 
pupils who were doing busy work. 
Listened to class read -- tested and found they had 
read wit~ understanding -- praised them. 
Recess -- Supervision of boyst line and yard - 15 minutes. 
Grade V - 10 minutes. General Supervision. 
Pupils doing written work in arithmetic. 
Talked to teacher about new health posters. 
Good atmosphere -- wide awake and busy. 
Grade TIV - 10 minutes. General Supervision. 
Listened to dictation of spelling. 
Teacher's voice and enunciation goodo 
Pupils working well. 
25. 
Judged that preparation had been good. 
*Grade VI - History - 10 minutes. 
General Supervision. 
Oral lesson with books open 
by teacher evoked thoughtful answers 
atmosphere pervading room. 
questions asked 
quiet, thoughtful 
Spectal Class for Mental Defectives - 10 minutes. 
Observed manual work -- pupils working well. 
Talked to pupils about trying to obtain "credits 11 • 
Special English Class - 10 ·minutes 
General Supervision. 
one class reading with keen interest. Other classes 
doing profitable busy work. Happy-looking pupils in this ~oom. 
Teacherts voice too loud. Talked about this later, 
as I had done many times before, but she seems unable to keep 
it low. 
Grade III - 15 minutes 
General Supervision -- fair atmosphere but an improvement. 
Pupils prep~ring spelling in quiet manner. 
Walked around room while pupils wrote words -- pnaised 
and called attention to writing, etc. 
~} Had been in this room a fe_w minutes earlier in day 
when class was doing written work. At that time 
noticed a pupil had new glasses. Spoke to teacher 
about this as she had noticed girl's eyes, and had 
school·physiciari examine them. Also noticed a new 
chart on board, health habits. 
26. 
Many pupils paid nq attention to question asked by 
teacher. Called attention to matter and insisted that they 
listen to questions. 
Talked with teacher about this later. 
Grade II - 10 minutes. 
General Supervision. Fine atmosphere of industry. 
Noted perfect attendance record -- praised class. Gave a short 
talk on credit system just begun. 
Recess 10 mfnutes-; Supervis\c;>n of' lines and boys' yard. 
- -Grade V - 10 minutes. 
General Supervision. 
One class reading, one busy preparing spellingo 
Room quiet but no general air of keen interest. 
Teacher had rather indifferent air, but questions asked were 
good enough. Response from only part of class. 
Class preparing work quietly but not with ardor. 
SECOND DAY 
Grade VI - 30 minutes 
General Supervision. Taught language lesson -- pupils 
acted out various paragraphs read, and suggested titles. This 
class is rather tthumdrum", has little imagination, but I always 
find them ready to work with me. 
Arithmetic -- taught square rod, 30 minutes. 
Difference between rod and squa.re rod. 
... 
• 
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Area .found in square yards. 
Area. found in square feet. 
Let pupils work alone at first without questions to .find 
out how ma.ny could find area without help. Worked eagerly, and 
many solved the problem without help or question& 
play 
Reviewed all measures previously taken. 
Recess -- 15 minutes~ 
Special En~lish Class - 15 minutes. 
{}~ne rE].l SJW6rvis ion~ 
Listened to r_ea.ding, then dra_!Uatization of' historical 
very well done---- every pupil,- whether taking part or 
not, was intensely interested. This class has progressed 
remarkably and attitude is entirely changed from that in September. 
Grade IV -- Georgraphy -- 15 minutes. 
General Supervision. 
Pictures used, but lesson not developed as it could have 
been .from life situations. Tea.cher talked too much, pupils too 
little. Teacher was about to put definition of beach on board 
for pupils to copy, when I asked, "Don't you think we might help 
in that, Miss S?'' By questioning and finding what beaches they 
had really been to and seen, a. very good definition was obtained 
and written by one of the slowest pupils in room~ Later, in .fact, 
during our lunch hour, I had a conference with this teacher. 
After telling her that I -appreciated her good work, her long 
hours, no shirking, etc. I implied that perhaps she did too much, 
28. 
and the pupils not enough~~ She agreed that the criticism was 
warranted, and I have since found that she has tried to benefit 
by it. I also suggested that she would obtain a good deal of 
help through visiting schools. Has not done this since she 
started to teach in 1921. 
Recess 10 minutes. 
Went into every other room, spending a few moments in 
each 7 just for general supervision, probably 25 minutes in all. 
THIRD DAY 
Grade VI -- 30 minutes9 
General Supervision. Taught. language lesson. Read 
story of Our First Flag. 
Planned to get imaginative ,work on this story. Pupils 
suggested characters for-themselves: General Washington, a 
friend; Betsey Ross, a neighbor; a little boy following troops, 
or girl who stood listening while Betsey Ross had interview with 
Washington. One boy suggested that Betsey's cat, Powder, tell 
the story, and later wrote it in that way. 
Assignment that first draft story be written at home 
for following Fridayc Class is cultivating imaginary powers 
but still poor in that work. Very set. 
Taught Arithmetic 30 minutes. 
Reviewed square rod; had been previously measured. Let 
four pupils stand at four corners, others walk a rod, others 
around a square rod. Problems of area and perimeter. Much 
29. 
interest and growth seen. All participated with enjoyment. 
Pupils worked at board -- work partly mental, and partly on 
paper and board. 
Recess 15 minutes. 
Grade IV -- 15 minutes. 
Arithmetic -- oral work. Too much done by teacher. 
I asked questions, getting corrections from pupils instead of 
from teacher. Latter realized the point. Good problems given, 
suitable subject matter~ 
Grade IV -- 10 minutes. 
Physical exercises given by Supervisor of Physical 
Training. Pupils enjoyed these and followed directions well. 
Special Classes -- 15 minutes. 
General Supervision -- no comments in one. Talked 
with pupils who had been absent in other class. 
Recess -- 10 minutes. 
Grade II -- 15 minutes. 
General Supervision. Finishing of drawing lesson --
results fair -- rather difficult lesson. Materials quietly 
collected and music lesson begun with no loss of time. 
Physical exercises, a new dance asked for by pupils 
very enjoyable, handled well. Can see growth in this class. 
Grade V -- 30 minutes. 
Spent this time with Miss Gerkin, a teacher in the High 
--- --- ·~-----·---·-------~------__:· 
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School who is stydying the Teaching o~ Hygiene in the Gradese 
I was rather disappointed in children's response, but posters, 
charts, etc. showed that considerable health work had been done. 
FOURTH DAY 
Grade VI -- 35 minutes. 
General Supervision4 
Taught language Lesson with Health as theme. Picture 
o~ old sea-captain and child. Points developed -- health in 
youth makes healthy old people benefit o~ fresh air, ~ood, 
good health habits, etc. Old man had reached high position 
because of strength and courage, result o~ good health, etc. 
New words: sturdy, rugged. 
Noun "service tt developed from verb serve. 
Pupils interested but any work requiring imagination 
seems very difficult ~or theme Teacher has to use up an 
abundance of energy ~o get results from this class. 
Ten minutes with parent I had sent for .. 
Pupil had not brought in work required. Gave teacher 
to understand that his mother had said writing a word ten times 
was enough, rather than what pupil had been told to do by teacher. 
Cleared this matter up satis~actorily. 
Recess -- 15 minutes. 
10 minutes. 
Took two normal school girls, candidates ~or practice 
teaching, to rooms assigned to them. 
10 minutes -- Talked to two nurses who came to visit 
-. -_-
. 
... 
' 
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room of teacher who is specializing in Health Teaching. Conducted 
them to room and introduced them. 
10 minutes, Special Class.. Looked at furniture painted _ 
for Kindergarten-doll houses. Praised pupils. 
10 minutes, recess. 
Visited for a few moments every room in building. 
10 minutes -- Attended to :four pupils who were to go 
to Dental Clinic. Obtained these appointments by telephoning 
to Commissioner of Health and to the Superintendent of the 
Hospital; also consultation with Dental Hygienist. 
Grade VI -- Arithmetic -- 20 minutes. 
Lesson planned; well drilled, but little· loss o:f time 
through slow questioning~ Will take this .up with teacher later:-
.. 
Have brought this up at teachers' meeting. 
This was a day of many· interruptions. 
EVALUATION OF REPORT OF MISS D, 
PRINCIPAL OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Miss D would be r·ated as an excellent Principal for 
the following reasons:-
l. 
2. 
3. 
4 • 
5. 
6. 
·She shows executive ability in her care.ful 
management of every detail of her school. 
She plans concerted, sequential movements 
to be carried on throughout her school. 
She teaches well and frequently, gives 
demonstrations in various grades. 
She makes intelligent attempts to help 
individual tea.chers toward improvement. 
She has a personal knowledge of each child 
and a strong interest in him. 
She gets cooperation from parents and has 
a .flourishing Parent-Teachers' Association. 
--
0 
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In attempting to report on.her supervisory functions 
she realizes, as is shown by her note, her inexpertness in 
this unaccustomed work of self-survey. She mixes at times 
administrative duties with supervisory activities. 
In her actual dealing with teachers she tries earnestly 
to be genuinely helpful and is usually successful. There has 
been complaint from some of her teachers that she is inclined 
to nag and to be too particular about petty matters. There is 
a hint of that in her own story of her procedu~es. She is 
inclined to take a lesson out of a teacher's hanas ,~=wi t-nouto ·-
due regard for necessary amenitiese She tells that she her;self 
placed books in a closet after she had noticed that her sugges-
tion concerning these books was not heeded~ 
Observation of her work shows, however, that she is 
making an intelligent effort to get teachers to discover how 
to improve themselves. She is a student of modern ideas of 
education, and rather naiv~ly expresses her failure to use the 
shibboleths of p~esent-day educational vocabulary, though she 
thinks she has attempted to do the real things which these names 
connote. 
On the whole, here is a study -- a self-survey that is 
interesting because of the indications, its indications, of an 
earnest, intelligent trend toward real supe-rvisory skill. This 
tendency can be fostered and aided by the systematic, construe-
tive work of the Administration Officials with Principals. 
33. 
REPORT ON SUPERVISION BY MISS E, PRINCIPAL 
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION 
GRADES -- 1 to 8 inclusive 
No. teachers - 18 
tl 
II 
pupils 
teachers 
on shi.fts 
- 500 
- 14 
fl on .full time - 4 
--
PRINCIPAL'S HOURS -- 8:15 - 12:00 A. M. 
PRINCIPAL'S HOURS OF 
TEACHING ~ GRADE 8 
1:30 - 4:30 P. M. 
5-1/2 hours per week. 
Period 
34 .. 
February 2, 
Grade -:- Subject Reaction of Principal 
10:00-10:30 Supervision of yard and building. 
10:30-10:45 
10:45-11:00 
11:05-11:20 
11:20-11:35 
2:45-3:15 
3:15-3;45 
3:45-4:00 
8:50-9:00 
10:00-10:30 
1:30-1:45 
Gr. I - Language 
Gr. IV - Arithmetic 
Drill 
Gr. IV - Arithmetic 
Drill in 
Long Division. 
Gr. V - Arithmetic 
Consulted teacher about 
reclassification of slower 
pupils. 
Helped one child -- suggested 
definitely another good form 
of drill for fixing number 
facts. 
Suggested to pupils at board 
that work be neater. 
Inspected children's number 
papers, commending many. 
Supervision of yard and building. 
Gr. VII - History 
Gr. VII - Cooking 
Exhibit 
At an opportune moment took 
the lesson, developed the 
topic teacher failed to do 
led children from known to 
unknown -- later conferred 
with teacher about it; i. e. 
her poor development. 
Judged three best 
awarded prizes. 
February 3. 
Gr. VII - Language Suggested later to teacher 
a change in standard to be 
sought in explanations. 
Supervision of yard and building. 
Gr. VII - .History Suggested sources of infor-
mation for next day's lesson 
in books at hand w~ich teacher 
should have mentioned. 
Period 
1:45-2:30 
2:30-2:45 
3:50-4:15 
10:00 - 10:30 
35. 
Grade - Subject 
Gr. IV - Georgraphy 
Reading 
Gr. 'VII ·Geography 
s. America 
Gr. IV - Reading -
Silent 
February 7 
Reaction or Principal 
Mentally decided to 
improve discipline. 
Held conference with 
teacher next day to 
discuss better devices 
for testing individual's 
comprehension or silent 
reading. Mentioned to 
her some helps in main-
,taining better order. 
Lesson proceeding_well 
by the laboratory method. 
Later commended teacher. 
Took class and used one 
of the newer devices --
children responded well. 
Supervision of yard and building. 
Spent most of afternoon looking over sets of 
language and arithmetic papers, sent monthly and semi-
monthly re~pectively, from all the pupils of grades 3 
to 8 inclusive. Constructive criticism of· each set was 
sent with them to each teacher, when they were returned 
by me. In some caS-e-s consul tatio:hs 'iJI[ere he-ld with 
----
teacher in regard to individual's work or the teaclier's 
-
method or material (subject matter). 
2:45 - 3:15 Supervi-sion of yard and building. 
Period 
10:30-10:45 
10:45-11:00 
11:00-11:30 
2:45-3;15 
3:15-3:30 
10:00-10:30 
10:30-11:00 
11:00-11:55 
Grade 
Gr. V 
Gr. I 
Gr. I 
36. 
Subject 
Arithmetic 
Reading 
Seat Work 
Reading 
Assistant 
Teacher at 
Work 
Reaction of Principal 
Teacher (assistant) to be 
given more pupils because 
individual drill-class 
too small. 
Helped slow child lay words. 
Recommended another type 
of seat work, utilizing 
some writing material on 
hand. 
Observed a well-developed 
lesson with very slow 
pupils; told teacher of 
good points observed. 
Supervision of yard and building. 
Gr. I Reading 
Assistant 
Teacher at 
Work 
February 15. 
Heard class of morning 
read lesson developed 
then~ Good results. 
Supervision of yard and building 
Gr. VII Language Good work in self-
corrections and in good 
manners. _ 
Arithmetic Teacher observed carrying 
out one of ~chool's 
principles in arithmetic, 
viz.: approximating answers. 
Primary - 1 D Gave my requested opinion 
about value of drill (flag) 
for Washington's Birthday 
which was being taught. 
Gr. III 
Gr. II 
Language 
Arithmetic 
Looked over pupils' seat work. 
Sent teacher to Grade III 
to observe while I took her 
class in number. Asked 
Grade II teacher to follow 
other's method in seat-work. 
--
Period 
1:30-1:45 
2:00-2~20 
2:20-2:30 
2:30-2:45 
2:45-3:15 
3:30-4:00 
4:00-4:30 
37. 
Grade - Subject 
Gr. VII Geography 
Gr. IV Reading 
Silent 
Gr. IV Reading 
Silent 
Assistant 
Gr. II Reading 
Reaction of Principal 
Conferred with teacher, 
at her request, on best 
method to be used for a 
certain topic on South 
America. 
Noted there was no 
individual check-up 
on comprehension. 
Conferred later with 
teacher. 
Noted a good check-up 
on individual comprehen-
sion being used. 
Teacher not insistent 
on having all pupils 
of class concentrate 
on work at hand. 
Again called her atten-
tion to it -- indirectly--
by speaking to children. 
SuiB rvision of yard and building. 
Gr. V Geography 
Office 
Lesson being taught by 
laboratory method. 
At opportune time told 
class of my personal 
visit to wheat fields 
of western New York and 
Canada last summer. 
Looked over language papers 
offered by 7A teacher. 
Commended historical facts 
criticized sacrifice of 
language ideals to facts. 
• . ~ 
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EVALUATION OF REPORT OF MISS E~ PRINCIPAL 
OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL~OF EIGHTEEN UNITS 
Miss E is an especially able Principal. She has very 
definite ideas of what objectives she wishes to accomplish and 
she works very steadily and systematically toward those objec-
tives throughout her eighteen classrooms. The standards of 
achievement in her building are high and are well sustained. 
It is evident from her report of her supervisory 
activities that she is progressive and helpful in her work wi~h 
her teachers. She has held a Principal's position only a short 
time~ but already there is a marked improvement in the school. 
She will probably attain more craftmanship in the following 
specific ways:~ 
1. More skill in discerning the exact situation 
in a· particular classroom~ with consequent increase in 
power to suggest remedial measuresQ 
2. More patience in waiting for the growth in 
teacher and pupil which must be gradual if it is to 
be genuine growth. 
39. 
REPORT OF MR. F -- PRINCIPAL OF A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL. 
STATEMENT OF THE SUPERVISION 
FOR PERIOD 'OF FIVE DAYS 
1. Preceding the regular visits:~ the Principal has visited 
for five-minute periods all the teachers of the building 
an average of twice a ~eek. 
2. A schedule was made out for the daily program to assist 
in accomplishing the supervision of instruction. 
3. The actual number of minutes in classrooms is as follows:-
Classrooms Conference 
1st Day 120 min. 
2nd Day 80 min. 
3rd Day 80 min. 
4th Day 40 min. 
5th Day 40 min. 
360 min. 
4. The continually active and effective 
this building is as ~ollows:~ 
40 min. 
20 min. 
40 min. 
15 min. 
115 min. 
supervision used 
A. Frequent .five-minute visits to each teacher's 
room each day as far as is possible. 
1. No comments given. 
2. Suggestions made in informal talks 
together-after school hours. 
B. Full Period visits are made in order to obtain 
for each teacher at least one full period record 
for each month, or ten such re6ords pe~ year. 
a. Reading and study of notes taken by 
Principal by both teacher and 
Principal. · 
b. Conferences based on s tudy of such 
visits and study* 
c. Follow-up through five-minute visits 
and conferences. 
in 
c. Discussion in Teachers' Meetings and on Daily 
Bulletins the aims of the Principal in Supervision. 
40. 
DAILY SCHEDULE 
(The Principal gives here his schedule for the time outside 
as well as within school hours.) 
6:00 - 7:00 
7:00 - 7:30 
7:30 - 8:00 
8:00 - 8:25 
8:25 - 8:40 
8:40 - 9:05 
9:05 - 11:16 
11:16 - 11:45 
11:45 - 12:20 
12:20 - 1:15 
1:15 1:30 
1:30 
-
2:00 
2:00 - 3:00 
3:00 - 5:00 
5:00 
-
6:GG 
6:00 ~ 7:00 
7:00 - 9:00 
9:00 - 9:30 
Rise, Ashes, Dress, 
Breakfast, etc. 
Reading for Degree 
School Inspection 
Office 
Notices and urgent letters 
Short visits to teachers 
Two full periods visits 
Letters ) 
Bills & accounts) 1 Period 
Mail ·) 
Recess Supervision 
One period ) 
) 
1 period ) 
Pupil conferences 
& 
One full period visit 
to teacher 
Office routine 
Lunch 
Walk in ,district 
Conference, letters, clerical work 
Relaxation - paper - boys 
Supper 
Reading for Degree 
Plan work.in advance 
• 
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ANALYSIS OF VISITS 
FIRST DAY 
1. Conference with Miss Bryant discussing the aims of Language 
study~ problems of discipline and preparation, and a frank 
analysis of needed improvement: - 40 minutes. 
a. Class to write out comments on course to be sub-
mitted to Principal and to form basis for future 
discussion. 
2. Visited Miss Case - Music 2 M - 40 minutes - sat in back of 
room; took notes as indicated; spoke to one or two pupils; 
gave comment sheet to teacher at end of recitation. Mention 
was made of notes available for teacher and desirability of 
conference. 
a. Followed this with a visit the following Friday to 
third year singing class and first year Music class. 
Discussed with teacher the advisability of use of 
imitation in teaching as opposed to theoretic dis-
cussions in Music. · · 
b. No conference as yet. 
3. Visited Miss Smith - French 3 S - 40 minutes - sat in back 
of room; took notes as indicated; at end of period gave 
comment sheet to teacher with a few remarks on the work, 
and suggesting an-~xamination of the notes taken and a 
discussidn of the comments in a conference. 
a. As yet no conference has been requested by either 
Principal or teacher. 
4. Visited Miss Pettengill - Physical Education I. :b. E. F. ;_j 
40 minutes; sat in the gymnasium observing and taking notes; 
at end of period gave comment sheet to teacher. 
a. No conference as yet; teacher in the building but 
two days a week. 
NOTES:- The actual notes taken in these classes follow 
each analysis of the supervision day. With the 
notes are brief indications of. the comments made on the 
comment sheet for teachers • 
Three possibilities for improvement of this pro-
cedure are apparent:.-
1) Make definite dates for conferences. Teachers 
to read the notes before the conference. 
2) Put reasons. why the work i.s good on 11 the comment sheet as l t ls not enough 'to say Excellent!" 
3) Study the notes by oneself a few days after the visits to get an 
impartial reaction. 
• 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
.8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
1) 
2) 
Miss Case - 3rd, Tuesday - Music II M Nineteen in class~ 
Class assembled. 
Teacher passes out papers. 
a) Isadore -were you absent? I yes, I guess so -
when was it? 
Anybody get question right on time? 
a). Called on several 11Which one was it?"· 
b) 11 I don't know which one it was, but I want to get 
a correct paper, so as to put it on the board. 11 
Notes c·opied on board; class watches teacher. 
Analysis of notes to discover 
a) Time signature. 
b) How· notes grouped in measure. 
R. Butler - 5 minutes - 1 measure 
a) Class responds when not called on. 
b) S. King answers some questions. 
c) F. Inger2oll -- some. 
I. Carcioffo - 5 minutes -- 1 measure 
a) Class talks out. 
o) Others helped at times • 
L. ·Cartullo ... 3 minutes -- 1 measure 
a) Principal speaks - "Only one person reciting! Do not 
talk out, please!» 
Another girl - 3 minutes -- 1 measure -
a) Analysis of length of emphasis caused by a dot. 
Marie Brooks - last measure - 0. K. 
Other time signature? 
a) Winslow CUrtis 
b) Teacher uses board frequently. 
c) Discussion of Compound Time as sample of another 
time signature. 
d) R. Butler speaks out - Principal reproves him. 
Stella King - 5 minutes -- discuss Compound time. 
R. Butler suggests 6/4 time. · 
Warning Bell rings. 
What about String quartet, Fred? 
a) Names two. 
Albert McManus - names 3 more. 
Isadore - names 1 more. 
a) Discusses violoncello same as 'cello. 
b) Bass ·viol discussed. 
c) Viola 
How many instruments in a stringed quartet? 
COMMENTS; 
Use of board and visual aids - needed by slow divisions -
glad you use-- this means. Analysis good -- logical or 
psychological? 
Class too scattered? Teacher have notes and questions on 
hand? Class idle during placing of notes on board? 
Too much time on individualst 
,.., 
~·. 
Jjjf__' . ,_..: 
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Miss Smith 5th Tuesday French III S 3/l/192?. 
1) l size Yellow Composition paper passed out by pupils. 
2) Dictation of words!-
a. The home - the comb 
b. A closet, a few, the copper, the gold, etc. to 20 words. 
3) Teecher repeats them again for class. 
4) People in back seats collect - ~uickly done - shows training$ 
5) Words dictated are asked of pupils after papers are collected. 
a. Pupil gives word; then spells it in French. 
b. M. Huerth has trouble with spelling. 
c. Paul Nelson has trouble with spelling - self-conscious? 
6) Future endings taken up. 
a. Regular and Irregular verbs~ 
1) Read from the French books in French. 
a. Pupils read aloud for pronounciation. 
b. Pupils translate into English. 
8) Warning bell rings. 
9) Review of how to say "I am yrs. old." 
10) Discussion of Pronoun Objects. 
Comments on Visit. 
Good Points:- Class is in good order right after recess. 
Consideration for class is splendid. Excellent 
the way you keep all of class busy. Light and 
heat conducive to learning. 
Suggestions:- Aim of Lesson - ? Books on table better kept 
in cabinet? Could you use board as a visual aid? 
Is use of board needed in review drill? Why are 
Greeley and Banks in front seats? Any connection 
between French and English words in the lesson? 
44. 
Miss Pettengill 6th Tuesday Phys. Educ. I, D, E, F 3/1/1927 
1) Girls running around, relaxing. 
2) Teacher calls, and all sit down at seats. 
3) Bell rings, and lines are formed for exercises at whistle:-
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
etc. 
4) Attendance taken by two students. 
5} Preparation noted; girl must have middy, bloomers, and 
black stockings. 
6) Marching - double quick - mark time. 
7) Forms of Organized exercise. 
a. Swing the (cat?). 
b. etc. 
8) Basketball Relay 
a. Two rows - 10 in a row - one side throwing for one 
basket afte~~ball is passed over heads of all. 
9) -Circular Relay by numbers called out by teacher; if one 
person overtakes another, that person overtaken must 
drop out. 
Comments on Visit. 
Good Points:- Class responds quickly. Excellent organization. 
Ease and naturalness of class good. 
Suggestions:- What was aim of lesson - Health, Posture, 
Enthusiasm? Use Whistle to train response 
to signal stimulus and thus save your voice? 
45. 
SECOND DAY 
1. Visited Miss Bryant - Language Study I, F - 40 minutes -
sat in back of room observing and taking note a; a.t end 
of period gave comment sheet to teacher, and suggested 
conference. 
a. Followed this visit with short conference about method 
of introducing more pupil participation in planning 
lessons. .Agreements made to introduce student chairman 
of lesson at first step. · 
b. Visited teacher in process of getting chairman elected; 
found increased interest, and carry-over from Social 
Science training. 
2. Visited Miss Hartford - Mathematics I C - 40 minutes -
sat in back of room observing and taking notes; at end of 
period gave comment sheet to teacher with commendatory word, 
and mentioned notes available for her perusal. 
a. Teacher read notes through shortly after the visit, 
and studied comment sheet. Conference followed four 
days later. 
b. In conference, discussion centered around relation of 
assignment to regular lesson, and the need of tying 
the two together. This raised the question of home 
work in general 1 and its value. The third point covered 
the need for emphasizing English usage in Mathematics 
as well as in other subjects; teacher not quite convinced. 
c. Two days later, the teacher brought a set of papers com-
pleted by pupils for hom~work on which she had them work 
on the examples and sections' as desired and record the 
reasons for choosing the examples. Reasons as follc'\\s 
were given:-
CHOSEN BECAUSE;-
1) I was absent and missed this work. 
2) I opened to this page. 
3) I· felt I needed this work. 
4) I failed on this work a few days ago. 
NOTES:- Papers from classes of Miss Bryant were given to 
me for study, and are awaiting my reaction and a 
conference to carry forward the work. 
I believe the response by Miss Hartford to be a 
_good one. 
Notes taken in the classes, plus comments, follow 
this page. 
• 1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
46. 
VISITS MADE TO TEACHERS THE LAST TWO WEEKS 
Miss Bryant Language Study I F 
I hear some people whispering - careful! 
a) Does not stop. 
Teacher takes attendance and arranges seat. 
4th - Tuesday 
Did anyone in this room lose money yesterday? - 1 - have 
dollar bi 11. 
How many have started on booklet, story or cover? 
a) Book not going as fast as could. 
b) Come for paper to Room 32~ 
F. Egan questions his seat. 
Takes questions and topics written for home work last night. 
a) I am going to give out paper. 
This is what I gave you to write out. Use this paper to 
write from outline. Make complete statements, best writ!ng, 
need notwrite questions. Look at book if you wish to .. 
Tell what you would suggest as if you were talking. 
8) Paper given out - teacher circulates among pupils, many 
questions asked. 
9) F. Egan converses with girl in front of him. 
10) A. Brown reads boy's paper on side of him. 
11) Many conferences on questions. 
12) Pass papers to front when finished; if you have a few minutes 
work on your booklets. 
13) How many have need of some drawing paper? Several hands. 
14) How many have stories with them? No response. If you have, 
I 1 d like to see them and perhaps I can help you with them. 
15) On Fr•iday, I would like to see what you have done on· your 
stories. Bring to class. 
·NOTE:~ Miss Dalton enters, speaks to Miss Case and Miss Bryant and 
asks about Recess and test. Ans - Bulletin explains it all. 
16) Those without stories, work in Language Study Book, Chap. XXI. 
17) Now, I think everybody has something to do? 
18) Open to Chapter XXI, and continue booklets at home. Let's 
see what you had in Chapter XXI. 
19) Everybody ready- Marg., you're wasting time! 
20) Other family trees -- wh~t to do? 
Let's look at lesson and see what it says to do. 
a) Two trees -- tract and 
b) Any words you recognize. 
1) Contract -= Andrew 
a) Con ~- together 
b) Tract 
21) What is on a contract? 
a) Two people.· 
COMMENTS: 
1) Class eager to do things -- an interest. Helpfulness always 
evident. 
2) Are pupils adequately prepared for the work when they ask so 
many questions? Closer seating plan prevent confusion? What 
was aim of this lesson? Was there an introduction of chapter 
on Language Study? 
-----------~----~~~ 
Visited French II K, Friday, 6th period, 3/4/1927 •. Lesson 
Clothing. Spirit of class good and interested. Same scattering 
of pupils. Teacher sure of herself in this field. Drill. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
'7) 
. 8) 
9). 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
4'7. 
Miss Hartf'ord Math. I C 
Teacher takes attendance. 
Take Assignment Books 
a. Page 104, 32-41. 
b. Where's your book? Lost it? 
All ready on page 82. 
2nd Tuesday 
What did we f'ind out a check really was? 
a. Edward. 
b. Remembering what book says? Anybody else. 
c. Kind of' order; written. 
What kinds of' things do we have on a check? 
a. Number, date, name, amount of' money. 
b. Evelyn; Thomas. . 
3/8/192'7 
c. How many times put amount of' money on check? Ans. twice. 
d. How write the amount of' money? Ans. ·-Figures and words. 
e. Why? Ans.-to make sure amount is correct because of poor 
writing. 
f'. Hope .today's boys and girls will write plainly. 
g. Words at end of' line, lef't, ru1d then put line f'or the 
rest of' the space. 
What else on check? 
a. Name of'. person for whom check is drawn. 
(NOTE: Miss Dalton entered about Intelligence test f'or 
E. Ingersoll; assigned to periods 3 & 4.) 
b. Signature~. = 
c. Which part ma.de _ou:t"=c f' irst? 
Ans. - Stub. 
d. V'lhat 1~ on the stub? -
Ans. ~- No :date,- etc. 
Look on page' 83;= No~ 2. 
a. Signature is XYZ like the Chinaman ~ K. Y. Tou. 
b. What shall we write on the check, using this example? 
Ans. - Date, Name of' person - Amt. of check. 
c. John c. writes $4350 on bo~rd, for $43.50. 
d. Mary writes $43.50; Why is Mary's better? 
e. Next Veronica writes the words on the board • 
. f. What is the last thing, John? Ans. - Signature XYZ • 
Checks passed outa 
a. No stubs - so please make stubs on yellow paper. 
b. These are Counter Checks. 
c. Checks in pencil or in ink? Ink. 
Balance of $200 for stub. 
Remember stub filled out first. 
Pupils at work; teacher puts check form, like one given to 
pupils on board .. 
Teacher supervises; goes around to individuals discussing short-
comings -limited to lst four in first-row? 
11 0ught to be done in a· minute now, all of us." 
11 All right - all pens and pencils down. tt 
At board:- 11What will I do first? n 
a. Stub - Date, Name of person, purpose of check, amount brought 
forward, total, amount of check, balance. Answers given. 
b. ''Don't be foolish; does not pay to laugh at mistakes when 
we make them ourselves. Etala, please! 
48. 
Math. I C ( Cont 'd) 
16) Now fill out check~ following stub. 
a. Teacher does it at board. · 
17) How much more has XYZ to do with the check? Nothing? 
18) How does H. R. Evans get money? 
a. Sign on back - endorsing ... 
19) Where endorse it? 
a. On back - which end? 
Ans. On left end. 
(NOTE!- Bell rings long for warning) 
b. Why do we want arithmetic papers the same way? 
Ans. - Same reason as check - to save time. 
20) Three ways to endorse check. 
a* Blank - endorse only when in bank - name of person. 
b. Endorse in full - Pay to order of Person or of Bank 
and name of person writing it. 
c. Bell rings for passing. 
Summary of Comments Given Teacher 
Some Good Points;-
Suggestions;-
Lesson shows careful planning and adequate 
preparation. You give each child an 
opportunity to recite. 
Is assignment clear? Relation of assignment 
to today's lesson? Pupils aware of aim of 
lesson? Lower voice for individual vs. 
louder voice? 
• 49 .. 
THIRD DAY 
1. Visited Miss Fitzpatrick - Social Science 3 R - 40 minutes -
sat in back of room and took notes the whole period; gave 
comment sheet to teacher on way out. Mentioned notes 
would be in notebook for teacher's examination. 
a .. Teacher read through the notes~ and studied comment sheet. 
b. Conference followed the next day as reported on notes 
following this page. Teacher anxious to proceed properly 
with assignments. 
2 •. Visited Miss Campbell - Sewing I A - 40 minutes - sat in 
back of room and took notes; gave comment sheet at end 
of period and suggested reading of notes. 
a. No conference about lesson as yet; teacher is chiefly 
a cooking teacher and is in building only t·wo ci.ays a week. 
•• 
l) 
2) 
3) 
.':.-. 
' ~-
6) 
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Miss Fitzpatrick - 2nd Wednesday - Soc. Science III R 
. 3/9/1927. . 
President Russell calls class to order. 
a. Secretary Symmes Farren reads report of previous meeting. 
b~ Report accepted. 
c. Business? 
(l) Current Events. 
Miss F. brings forward specimen ballot of Arlington election .. 
a. Passes around~ 
b. She mentions McNary-Haugen Bill and article in Literary 
(l) Calls E. Yeager to read it. ( Digest. 
(2) Teacher discusses article. 
(a) Pupils ask questions - 2. 
(3) Teacher reads clipping from Transcript about 
(a) Tomorrow pupils afk ed to see if we have 
Discussion of Boulder Dam~ 
a. News ·outlines used - pupils to keep them ~d read 
b. Teacher discussion by talk and use of map. 
bill.(Oanal) 
lost money 
(on bill. 
them through, 
President resumes charge - no business - meeting turned over to 
Food is the topic~ (teacher. 
a. Oral topics given by members of the class, 
b. J.MacLaren gives hers - Cotton - looks up frequently from 
( 1) 11Why is cotton cheaper?n . (paper. 
(a) E. Hardy says less demand for c,otton. 
(b) Reference to cottons and voiles mentioned 
as campaign in south to make cotton the fashion. 
(c) Removal of companies to South because of taxes. 
(d) Objection - Clothing not food - previous arrange-
ment with teacher sanctioned this topic. 
c. G.Waters gives her topic. -SUGAR 
( l) Excellent int.ro..ducj;j_~on .. --
( 2) Non-use ·ofpaper noticeable - good. 
(3) Teacher questions about the competition of sugarcane 
and beet. 
(a) Shows World War destroyed Sugar beet in ·Germany 
and caused shortage of sugar. 
(b) Magnuson added to discussion. 
d. E.Hardy gives his topic - Beef Industry. 
( 1) No paper used at ·all. 
(2) Questions? Suggestion of Map Location. 
e. Ethel Russell gives her topic. - Oranges. 
(l) No paper used. 
(NOTE: Noise from Gymnasium is disconcertin~) 
(2) Teacher asks who caused seedless orange - Burbank. 
{3) Teacher tell~ about protection of orange groves from 
frost$ of riding through groves, and shows scene of 
orange groves as typical of California. 
Topics for the rest of the week on boardc 
a. Section XII and two tests. 
51 
Social Science III R (oont'd.) 
Good Points:-
Suggestions~-
Good organization. Objective of training pupils 
td read aloud to class is wise. Correlation of 
English and Social Science is obvious from topical 
assignments. Poise of pupils shows training~ 
Interesting lesson -well d9ne. 
Voice too high 
all divisions? 
development of 
to the lesson? 
or loud? Topics on board same for 
Aim of topics clear as regards 
course? Is your assignment related 
Conference following. 
Previous assignment and topics foll9ws Rugg's outline in 
Pamphlet. Current Events - all classes have the same topics. 
There is adjustment of assignments to ability of division groups. 
Emphasis of conference on development of assignment as connected 
with each lesson. 
---.::.-= ~-
• 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Note 
4) 
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Miss Campbell Sewing I A 6th Wednesday 
How many working on paper for .. silk'l 
. a) 1/2 class raise hE!,nds. 
b) Pass in next week.. . . . 
c) If finish, go ahead into study of linen. 
a) Sometimes find material in one topic for another. 
ci) Questions 
1) Put in illustrations? 
2) TY!Jewri te it? 
Take out homework books 
. t . 
a) One person - pencil s broken - loaned one by another girl. 
b) Will you read and study 72-'74;. quiz ~ questions on 
'linen as far as you have had it. 
Open textbooks - go over section tell what i particularly want 
you to have. 
a) P~~e 72 - anybody without textbook? Where do we get our linen? 
a) Flax plant. 
2) Tell apout it -_growth, etc. 
3) aJ Culture of_plant - tell about it? 
b) Placegrown? 
Marching in Gym noisi _- confusing. 
c) Why don 1 t we ra i s·e flax? . 
What do 
a) 
b) 
1) ta-bcir..::question affect.S it. -
d) Marg. Robinson shows magazine qbout flax -
to be looked at last 5 minutes. 
we use flax seed for? 
By-products 
Close. books, please - close books. 
Note: See 3a - told open them) 
5) Now turn page 72 
a) What process .foilow~d out in last week class: 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
b) Go .on. with processes9. ( Ans - Rippling 
.c) Rita reads to c~ass • 
.d) Jean reads, etc. 
4) Will you go on, ----
Teachers comm~nts on English 
At bottom. of page under home 
cloth suggested. 
Flax seed look like? .. 
Discussion of flax seed~.---­
' - - ·-of reading ,l~.elpful to pupils. 
problems collect samples of 
Celery seed - small popcorn. 
a) Get :flower pot. and earth and get a plant growing in class. 
LetTs start on next section. 
· a) Geraldine, start thi.s section. 
Note: Play period in g7f!Il :I,s ~s.pecially noisy ;tn relaxation. 
Suggests. need for elimination of sound. 
b) Others read. 
c) Stop. there. . _, ... .. . .. .. . , 
11) :Next week few _quizzes on linen and we!ll test the linen by 
lZ) Trouble with gettang. O.a. ta tor n silku _paper? ( burni.ng· anO-• acj.ds • 
a) Gen •. Science book recommended. · 
b.) Ref. boo¥:s good at Library. . 
13) Teacher looks over Marg• s magazines. 
14) Passfbook.s around for ttci.tts 11 in them to stu_ dy. 
a Three gir.ls at a time borrow them •. 
b.· Leave slip as take book each night. 
15) C.lass work on next week"s lesson now. 
•• 
1) 
2) 
•• 
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GOMME~$: 
Class attentive and interested. Your correlation o~ 
work in reading and comprehension with subject of sewing 
is fine! . Glad you call on everybody -- good! 
Use of blackboard help in lesson, homework, illustration. 
Relation between this·part of course and Miss Ober's work? 
·bo pupils know this connection? 
--
-·-
. 
. 
~ 
• 
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FOURTEDAY 
I. Visited Miss Coffee -_Social Science II G - 40 minutes; 
sat at side of room and took notes all the period;_ tooK 
part in discussion twice; gave teacl:ler connnent sheet at 
end of period with word about enjo-yment of le.sson • 
.. , --
a. No conference as yet;_ several reports have been 
sent to me for examination. 
FIFTH DAY 
1. vrsited Miss Shields - so·c-ial Science I D - 40 m;inutes; 
sat in -back Of roo'm and-~took~-not;es all the period; teacher 
and pupils~_seemed a little ill a.t=ease; .gav~ comment sheet 
to teacher and suggested he-r reading notes. 
a. Met teacher at lunch; she .asked about notes, and 
said that someone suggested that she need not read 
them. I advised her to do so. 
b. Teacher read through notes, and commented that she 
did not realize how much ground she covered, nor 
that so nru.ch could be recorded. Was troubled that 
R. Brown stood up so long. Discussed the question 
of recognition of-pupil~s contribution, and welcomed 
suggestion of Principa_l •. Stated_ that she could see_ 
welcome change in EngliSh expression in her classes • 
~-- ----··---------
• 
. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7-} 
8) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
55. 
Miss Coffee Soc. Science II G 5th Thursday 3/10/1927 
President in charge - Marjorie Baker~. 
Secretary reads report; accepted as re·ad. 
CUrrent Events··called for. 
a) L. Corcoran ·and 0. Malcolm tell of electrical inventicns. 
~eeting adjourned - turned over to teacher. .. 
First we tll have the written reports made, . to be followed by 
discussion of whole trip. (Trip of preceding-Tuesday to State 
Reports read began with .that of Marjorie Baker. House. J 
a.· James Cohents was not finished. 
b. Hazel Smith. reads her report. 
Discussion of Trip. 
a. Teacher tells of Stained 
they portrayed. Ans: -
b. Three pictures seen from 
C l) Paul Reve~ 
(2) Boston Tea Party. 
( 3) ? 
Glass windows and asks· what 
Industrie.s. 
the Balcony were what? 
c. CounciT Chamber contained what of interest? 
(1) Gavel and Box made from nconstitutionn~ 
(2) Gov. Fuller showed pictures in Chamber. 
What impressE?d you :tl;le most? 
a. The Hall _pf. Fla,gs. -
b. DeS:cribe one.painting on the wall • 
. ( 1) EJiot preaching to,_ the~,Insiians. 
f2) purrender qf the State Flags. 
c. 4D2.Flags --~-Cases are air-proof and 
( 1) .. Civil War flag more shot away 
(2) Saw ttExcelsiortt on N. Y. Flag 
. inEnglish Literatl.:!.re. 
Margaret Hart reads her. re:port. 
a. Two 'rooms mentioned. 
fire-proof. 
than World ~ar flag. 
- reminded of . ·study 
(r) Senate Reception Room - Table there from Santo 
(2J 
Coal Mine 
Domingo; every grain in it matches perfectly. 
Senate Reading Roam. 
a. Miniature mine and shaft. 
(1) Sends up one ton an hour. 
{2) 10,000 tons in the mine. 
b. Question about the wheel - dynamo. 
Donald Hagerman _reads h:l,;.s report. 
Dis.cussion of House of Representatives. 
a. Speakers were discussed for good points to notice. 
b. Good voice and ref'erences to authority were noted by 
Doric Column was discussed. (pupils. 
Pupil asks:- ••noes Senate meet in the Dome?u Class laughs 
and volunteers .. explain the f'act that the Senate Flag is put 
up when the Senate is in session. This prevents groups from 
going to Dome ~s 'the stairs\ are narrow and the dome permits 
only five at a time in it• 
•• 
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COMMENTS ON VISIT. 
Good points:- Excellent admirable organization. Carerul 
advance planning is shown every moment. 
Your.teaching is splendid! 
Suggestions:- Advisable to have outlined on board; special 
points of contact common to all reports? 
56. 
Miss Shields Social Science I D 4th Period Friday 3/11/1927 
'1) President calls meeting to order; 
a. Secretary E. McManus reads report of last meeting. 
b. Discussion of report as relates to moving picture 
discussion in previous lessone 
(1) Ben Hur~ 
(2) What Price Glory 
(3) Values.of such pictures REPORT THEN ACCEPTED. 
2) Question of Home Work discussed. 
a. Three people checked for home work. 
3) Question of Traffic Officer and Regulations about use of doors. 
4) Motion seconded and carried that meeting adjourn. 
5) Questions on the board cover Gordy 189-217. 
a. Discussion of Feudalism. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
(NOTE: Pupil opens transom for air circulation - Portable 
building.) 
QUESTIONS. 
What is chivalry? 
Describe the ceremony of knighting. 
Which.was the·better life~ that of a serf or a vassal? Why? 
a. What is a charter? 
b. Why did these early towns demand a charter? 
c. Of what importance were the charters.? 
a. \¥hat is a guild? 
b. Tell benefits of guild membership then? 
c. Why was the formation of guilds important in history? 
What three steps toward our democracy were taken by the 
English people? 
How did the Church gain so much power in the government? 
6) Question 3) discussed -. serf or vass.al. 
a. F. Knight gave reason why serf at disadvant.age -
. belonged to land. 
b. English expression stressed by teacher constantly. 
7) Question 4a taken up - Charter. 
a. Dictionary definition - Stuart Monroe. 
b. Ruth Brown called to stand up so as to listen and pay attenticr 
(NOTE: No clock going -Repair it!) 
8) Discussion of Question 5 - Guilds. 
a. Compared with trade -unj_ons. 
(1) New regulations were made - c. Corkery recites. 
(2) Social acquaint~nce. 
(3) Why more regulations in trade-unions than social affairs? 
(a) Increased size of modern business. 
9) Other benefits of the guilds? 
a* Helped them to make their own laws. 
b. Teacher - built up the towns. 
10) Question 6 discussed - three steps taken?. 
a. Parliament .. 
( 1) 2 Houses - Lords and Commons. 
(2) U. s. - Senate and House of Representatives. 
57. 
Social Science I D (cont'd~) 
b. Where do we get the word Senate? From Roman Senate. 
c. s. Wass and T. Lord reminded not to dream. 
11) English Parliament discussed and reason for independence 
of kingdoms of Great Britain. 
12) Second Step - Jurymen - began at time of Charter. 
a. s. Wass recites. 
b. R. Brown sits down. 
13) Third step - R. Browns gives Guilds. 
a. Towns and Charter - (Previous trouble of R. Brown -
knew nothing about charter because 
no attention given.) 
14) Assignments on Current Events now taken up. 
a. Volunteers chosen from those who take the leaflet. 
lJ: -
(NOTE! Janitor and Men noisy in boiler room repairing something), 
15) Current Event papers passed out. 
a. Teacher mentions emphasis on English - keep t:r•ying to 
speak well. 
COMMENTS_ON CLASS VISIT. 
Good Points:- Correlation with English usage is helprul. 
Organization and preparation of work excellent. 
Suggestions:- What caused R~ Brown's punishment? Would it help 
to recognize wha_t _t}le pupil has said as to its 
contribution to the le~_~on? Were you disturbed 
by my visit? 
58. 
EVALUATION OF REPORT OF MR. F, PRINCIPAL 
OF A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLe 
It is evident that Principal D has made a scientific 
study of Supervision and has carefully organized a plan fo1., 
daily procedures. He is consldered by his Superintendent and 
other observers a very able and forward-looklng Principal who 
will soon be called to broader fields of work.- He will complete 
his work for his Doctor's Degree this school year. 
Some of the commendable points in his Supervisory 
Procedures::~ 
1. Very definite aims and well~prepared plans 
for carrying out aims. 
Pri.ncipal· aim --.continual, active, and effective 
su~rvision of every teaqher and of e_very class. 
2. Intelligent, sympathetic observation of each 
teacher's work. 
3. Th~rough understanding with the teacher that 
visits are part of cooperative plan in school aims for pupil 
betterment. 
4. A reasonable number of observations before judg-
ment passed and c ormnent. given to teacher. 
5. Careful study of reasons for a pupil's favorable 
or unfavorabte reaction to a given procedure e 
6. Principal's·own suggestions for· improvement in 
his methods, namely:-
a. Make definite dates for conferences. 
Teachers to read Principal's notes on 
her procedures before the conference. 
• 
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· .. 
b. Put reasons why the work is good on 
the comment sheet, as it is not enough 
to say, "Excellent! n · 
c. Study the notes by oneself a few days 
after the visits to get an impartial 
reaction. 
7. The reports of comments given to a.teacher show 
that there was a good basis for profitable conferences. 
Query:- Is it feasible to take NOtes openly during 
a Supervisory visit? 
Evidently Principal F has made his teachers accustomed 
to that practice, though he states in o~e instance that the 
pupils and teacher were ill at ease while he was following his 
habit of notation. 
It is often stated by authorities on ~upervision that 
it is best to take mental notes which should be set down in 
writing as soon as possiblee If Principal F can overcome the 
di.fficulties in the way of his method, he surely can get a very 
accurate statement of happenings upon which to base his confer-
ences With the teacherse ·Everything depends upon the method of 
administering the idea in actual practicee 
The Report of PrincipaLR does not make clear one 
.feature o.f his method of Supervision which is rather unique and 
worthy of attention. It is as follows:- the Principal often 
travels with one group from class to class throughout an entire 
day, with as little interruption a.s possible. His purpose is to 
get thoroughly familiar with that particular group of pupils and 
note their responses and reactions as they meet successive 
teachers, and tackle various subjects.. Obviously such a method 
., 
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of follow-up with one group could not fail to give the Principal 
many valuable observations on:- (a) the ability and the achieve-
ment of individual pupils; (b) tne differences in teachers' 
methods of dealing with pupils and with subject matter; (c) sug-
gestions for bette·r diagnoses and remedial measures; (d) inval-
uable information on the general conduct and morale of the school. 
Altogether Principal· F is showing a very commendable 
degree of originality, resourcefulness, enthusiasm, consideration 
and helpfulness, -~ in short, many traits of able leadership in 
his Supervisory activities. 
One significant fact stands .. on.t as a result of the 
study of these personal reports. The writer has personal knowl-
edge of the effectiveness of the supervisory activities of each 
of the persona· reporting, and has known the results of various 
tests o~ the adequacy of their supervision as it works out in 
thei:t-1 schools Q It is very interesting to note that there is a 
I 
high correlation between the actual effectiveness of the super-
vision and the ability of the supervisor to analyze his procedures 
and to evaluate them justly. 
IV. SUMMARIES OF SOME SIGNIFICANT STUDIES 
MADE BY STUDENTS OF SUPERVISION. 
A. A Superintendent's Plan to Help Principals to Help Teachers. 
1. The Problem Stated..-
Principals who need the most help from Superintendents 
are the f ollowlng:-
. a. The Principal who does not realize tha.t one of 
his chief duties as well as one of his finest 
• 
• 
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opportunities is the supervisory work that 
should be done with his teachers. 
b. The Principal who wants to help his teachers 
but does not know how to do it. 
c. The Principal who is very sure he knows how 
to supervise but who is not making a success 
of' it. 
In the system und~r consideration are several Principals, 
men and women, who are doing excellent work. The problem is to 
bring the Principals in the three classes indicated above to 
the standard of ef'fi cie"ncy r~quired .. 
2. Definite Needs of' Principals. 
a. How to systematize the of'f'ice work so that 
they will hav.e time to supervise regularly and 
systematically. 
b. How to judge a teacher's work -- her class 
management ~- her ~eaching -- her attitude 
her skills. 
c. How to decide upon points to be discussed 
with the teachers and how to conduct the conf'er~ 
ence that will be really helpful. 
d. How to carry out the necessary :follow-up work 
with the teachers that need help. 
e. How to develop promising teachers. 
:r. How to capitalize the work of' the best 
teachers :for the good of' the school. 
g. How to get team work~ 
h. How to plan and carry through teachers' meetings 
that will be really enjoyed by the teachers and 
be ef'f'ective in helping both the individual and 
·the group work among his teachers. 
3. Definite Plan to Meet the Principa'ls 1 Needs • 
It would be most unwise to let the Principals know that 
it was thought to be necessary to bring them up to a higher 
• 
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standard of work. The present situation offers an opportunity 
to approach the problem from a viewpoint that will not arouse 
antagonism. 
A new course of study in English constructed by 
cooperative effort of committees of teacher·s with the Assistant 
Superintendent is about. to be put into operation. New text-
books for the English work, including the Spelling, are to be 
introduced. It is propos eel then to conduct a series of Principals· 1 
Conferences, to be held weekly at first, at 2!30 P. M. A pre-
liminary meeting will be held at which the following points will 
be cove red!·-
a. Recognition of the necessity of helping 
teache~s to use the new course in English 
in~ way that will do most for the children. 
b. What are the possibilities in teachers' 
meetings as a means of meeting our present 
objectives? 
c. What will need to be done for teachers who 
have had no experience, or for those who, 
though~ ·they have had experience, have not 
acquired the necessary skills? 
d. After a brie~ discussion aimed to bring out 
the needs of teachers in the present situation, 
the Principals will be asked to send in a list 
of problems in connection with the new course 
in English and Spelling, and the new text-books. 
The problems will be tabulated and a mimeographed 
copy of them sent to each Principal with the request that he 
send a statement of the problems among these, designating them 
• by number which he wishes to have discussed. His list is to 
give his selected problems in the order of their importance, 
in his opinion. 
't. 
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At the next meeting of the Principals a list of the 
selected problems, in order, according to the votes of the 
Principals, will be presented. The Principals will be asked 
for suggestions as to the best way of getting the most benefit 
from the discussions that are to follow and a plan of work for 
the succeeding Principa·ls 1 conferences will be decided upon. 
4. It is expected that as these conferences proceed 
the Principals will realize, more definitely than they have 
ever realized, the following facts;-
a. The Principal must be an efficient Supervisor. 
be He must study the problems of Supervision 
as they arise in his own building. 
c. He must plan his supervision so that it will 
be regular and systematic, not sporadic. 
' d. Good supervision _rests upon a basis of sym-
pathetic understanding between the Principal 
and his teachers. 
e. Not inspectorial, but steady constructive 
supervision wins the cooperation of teachers. 
f~ Each teacher furnishes a different supervisory 
proposition, which requires careful study. 
g. He must study how to use wisely the instruments 
o! supervision,-- the course of study, teachers' 
meetings, classroom visits, conferences with 
individual teachers, demonstration lessons, etc. 
h. He must devise some means of measuring the 
results of his supervisory efforts. 
5. Visits to the Buildings by the Superintendent. 
(1) Observation of Classroom procedures 
with definite objectives in mind during 
each visit. 
(2) Conference with the Principale 
(3) 
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Plans decided upon at this conference 
covering what can be done to help the 
teachers.that need help 
a. by the Principal. 
b. by the Admi,nistrative ·and 
Supervisory staff~ 
6. Reports of progress at the P~incipals'"Meetings, 
followed always by suggestions fov the next steps to be taken. 
1_Nhen this plan was worked out it was found that 
it was necessary to hold the Principals to the discussion of 
very concrete problems. Actual cases that offered difficulty 
with ways of dealing with these difficulties broughiforth prof-
itable discussion. In all such Principals' conferences a 
Superintendent must know how to -deal with the devotion to pet 
schemes and prejudices:against the other fellow's plan, with 
fixed notions of what ought to happen, and blaming poor res.ults 
on the teacher without proper diagnosis of conditions. 
A series of Principals' conferences of this type may 
be made very valuable if there is on the part of the leader 
constant insistence on consideration of concrete aims and pro-
cedures. 
B. Studies by Arthur s. Gist --
Taken from uElementary School Supervision" 
Arthur·S. Gist -- Charles Scribner's Sons 
This is a good illustration of the efforts of a 
'If Principal to carry out the concrete studies suggested in the 
Superintendent's Plan in Study A. 
• 
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In Chapter I, after discussing purposes of Supervision, 
teacher participation, plans for supervision, Gist under the 
caption nvisitation11 (page 5} says:-
11A necessary step will then be to visit the teacher 
with definite purposes in mind. It is not enough to visit just 
to see the silent reading, but some portion aspect of it should 
be investigated at a time; in fact, it is doubtful if a principal 
should ever enter a classroom without a definite purpose in 
. ' 
mirid and without accomplishing something of value and of assis-
tance to the teacher and to the pupils. This does not mean 
that he should interfere with the recitation or the study period. 
There may be times·wh~n he would like to ask a question of the 
teacher or of the pupils, but he should enter the classroom 
with an inquiring, helpful attitude. The teacher should often 
know his mission also. The time, the length, the frequency of 
these visits will depend upon conditions found and upon the grasp 
of the principal. In subject supervision he should generally 
remain an ent~re class period, observe the next day's assignment, 
and, if possible, study carefully and intelligently the pupils' 
methods of preparing their work and the nature of teacher's 
assistance. * Unde~tood speaks of three types of visitation, 
such as hygien~~, social, ethical, technical conditions, and 
the scouting type, which is brief,~ with little in mind except 
mere inspection, whfch is of doubtful value unless he is seeking 
·- to study a cross-section of the school.t' 
*Underwood, F. M. - uThe Elementa.ry School Principal as a Supervisor~ 
Bulletin of Department of Elementary Principals, N. E. A., J"an.l923., 
~ 
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Evidently Gist believes that the Supervising Pr::tncipal 
should have a very def::tnite idea of what he is going to do when 
he makes a visitation. In the same chapter (pp. 6 and 7) he 
tells how the visitations should be followed by individual and 
group conferences. 
Successive chapters are devoted to very careful anal-
ysis of methods of supervising Study Habits, Reading, English 
Expression, Arithmetic, History~ Geography, Natural Science, 
Specialized Subjects, and Physical Education. There are chapters, 
too, on Rating Teacher-Efficiency and Marking of Pupils. 
Chapter XV. -- The Principal's Self Analysis consists 
of a list of questions by means of which a Principal can survey 
himself as a Supervisor. It certainly provides searching ques-
tions to test what a Principal does when he supervises$ Some 
of the series of questions are general, applying to all subjects, 
some are specific with_ veery definite aims in the supervision of 
certain phases of the various subjects .. 
Taken as a whole, Gist's study is a valuable contribu-
t ion, be cause:-
1. It gives helpful summaries of investigations 
in the field of Principal's duties and their 
relative importance. 
2. It emphasizes the supreme importance of the 
supervisory function of Principals. 
3. It should inspire enthusiasm for better 
type of-accomplishment by Principals. 
4. It points out very def.inite ways of 
achieving desirable results through 
supervision~ -
5. It helps a Principal to make an adequate • 
self-survey. 
6. It furnishes many _valuable references. 
-. -. 
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C. Studies made by Co J. Anderson, A. s. Barr, Maybelle G. Bush. 
Recorded in nvisiting the Teacher at Work" 
D. Appleton and Company 
These studies furnish a record of the significant 
development in Supervision_ -- the close, intensive consideration 
of what the Supervisor is attempting to do in every Supervisory 
procedure. 
William H. Burton in his Editor's Intnoduction 
(pp. VI and VII) says:- ttThe authors have made their.biggest 
contribution through their ability to deal plainly with 'brass tacks. 1 tl 
These studies deal with the following specific phases 
of Supervision:- (See Page 2 of Introduction) 
a. How to study the work of the teacher: 
studying the t'eacher, a.nalyz:tng recitations, 
getting the facts, etc. 
b. Preteaching conferences: helping the 
teacher plan her work, lesson planning, etc. 
c. Helping the teacher; procedures, illustrations, 
suggestions for constructive criticisms of 
teaching. 
d. Visiting the classroom: a discussion of the 
many routine matters pertaining to classroom 
visitation, when to visit, how to prepare for 
visits, entering and leaving the room. 
e. Case studies of teaching: stenographic 
reports of supervisory conferences, reports, 
analyses of specific teaching situations. 
f. Follow-up conferences! a discussion of how 
to plan conferences with unity of purpose and 
continuity of action • 
g. Failures and successes: case studies of how 
experienced supervisors have turned failure 
into success. 
h. Remedial measures for types of failures other 
than poor teaching technique. 
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i. Problems in the criticism of teaching: 
a list of concrete situations from the 
re~ports of experienced Supervisors of 
the "What would you do? tt type. 
j. St;:tpervising types: a supervisor's mirror.s. 
One of the Composite Case Studies was based upon an 
Oral and Silent Reading Lesson, Grade 3B. 
A preliminary statement gives in detail the Kind of 
School, a description of the Teacher, the Learning Conditions 
(type of room, seating, heating, lighting, general class manage-
ment), Age and Ability of Pupils. 
Then follows a_Stenographic Report on the lesson. 
The Pu1_)i1s were using the Elson Brady Reader, Book III, and 
were studying the lesson, »why the Rabbit's Tail is Short. rt 
Copies of this lesson were sent to twenty~six 
Supervisors who were asked to asst®e that he had observed the 
lesson described, check it on the points indicated in the score 
sheet, a copy of which is here given, using such descriptive 
words as necessary to give a brief valuation of the procedures, 
and formulate what he would say to the teacher in a$sisting her 
to improvement. 
.. 
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.;;. EVALUATION SHEET FOR ANALYSIS OF LESSON 
Check or insert proper descriptive word. 
A. ANALYSIS OF RECITATION 
I. Physical Conditions for Learning 
(a) Light 
(b) Temperature 
(c) Seating 
(d) Working tools 
(e) Pupils 
Sumrnari ze • 
II. Immediate Conditions for Learning 
(a) New material 
1. Study recitation 
2. Problems to be solved 
3. Project 
4. Questions to be answered 
(b) Material previously studied 
1. Testing for mastery of textual material 
2. Practice or drill 
B. EVALUATION OF PROCEDURE 
I. The Material and Tools (Teacher) 
(a) Method used 
(b) Accuracy of manipulation of tools 
(c) OrganizB.tion of' material 
(d) Motivation 
(e) Fertility of suggestion 
(f) Qual~ty of' English used 
II. Accomplishment (Pupil) 
(a) Interest shown 
(b) Initiative displayed 
(c) Organization of materials 
(d) Mastery of assignment 
(e) Quality of English used 
c. SUMMARY (Here give a brief evaluation of the recitation. 
Was purpose of' teacher realized?) 
D. REMEDIAL SUGGESTIONS which you as a supervisor would make 
to this teacher. 
--_ - --=_:-_ ... _ 
*Visiting the Teacher at Work ~ Anderson, Barr and BuSh. 
Appletons - p. 117 
_ .. ~ ...:~_:~:":"" 
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In the preliminary statement, preceding the actual 
report of' the-lesson, there is this brief description of' the 
Teacher:-
TEACHER: High-school graduate who has taken 
county examinations, attended institutes, and 
attended one universlty summer session. She has 
no other professional training except that gained. 
by several ;yiears' experience of a varied nature and 
-through professional reading. She is energetic and 
has a fair insight into modern standards of teach-
lng. She would be considered an exceptionally 
stimulating teacher from many viewpoints. 
Summaries of the reports of the various Supervisors 
under each of the topics indicated in the score sheet. There 
is often wide divergence of opinion:-
The type of material used was' rated poor, fair, good. 
Several classified the recitation as a drill, others 
as a study recitation. 
11 Interest shown by pupils n was rated from ttlacking" 
to ttgoodtt.-
One said that the uneed of phy:sical exercise indicates 
that there was no anticipation and pleasurable exp~otancy, t1 
while another says, 11 short physical exercise good. 11 
The rrGeneral Conclusion u { p. 124) states that, judging 
from the great variety of suggestlons made by the Supervisors 
participating, there is evidence that our supervisory theories 
are far in advance of our practices. ttit also reveals the need 
for use by our Supervisors of definite criteria for judging 
teaching skill, in order that there may be more unity o:f. judgment 
regarding remedial measures. 
Following another composite case study of an English 
.. 
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Lesson, Grade 8B, the following is given~ 
·~A CRITICAL STUDY OF THE SUPERVISORS' 
EVALUATION OF THIS LESSON 
The reactions of supervisors to this recitation may 
be divided into three classes: 
1. Those who recognized a superior piece of work, 
but felt no urge to direct the activity of this teacher to 
higher levels of teaching. 
29 Those who recognized a superior piece of work 
but felt it incumbent upon them to make. some criticism • 
. 
3. Those who really expressed keen appreciation 
of the outstanding high points, and at the same time gave 
constructive suggestions for improving less favorable features 
of the recitation -- suggestions that would result in more 
efficient work on the part of the teacher; and at the same 
time spur her on to wider investigation and experimentation 
with the possibilities of group work. 
{~Visiting the Teacher at Work - Anderson, Barr and BuSh. 
Appletona - pp. 187, 188. 
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PLANNING FOLLOW-UP CONFERENCES 
The autho11s, Anderson, Burr and Bush, have given 
considerable thought to the procedures to be followed in 
Follow-Up Conferences. Their study states that these con-
ferences should be:= 
-* a. the outgrowth of a definite instructional 
policy 
b. characterized by definiteness of purpose 
c. characterized bycontinuity of action. 
Three examples of typical Follow-Up Conferences are 
discussed:-
1. Helping a teacher new to the school to 
adjust herself to strange surroundings. 
2. Assisting a superior teacher with some 
experimental studies of teaching procedure. 
3. Studying economy of time in classroom 
management. 
The successive steps in each of-these conferences is 
carefully given. In each step. the teacher's probiem is given 
and the Supervisorts activity designed to help solve the prob-
lem are set forth. Procedures of this type covering one visit 
from the Supervisor for each of e.ighteen successive weeks are 
recorded. Stenographic reports of conferences between teacher 
and supervisor after a lesson in Penmanship, Grade IV, are 
given and analyzed. A Score Sheet furnished by the Supervisor 
follows, which helps the .tea,cher tow ork for definite goals in 
her Penmanship lessons. A significant contribution is the 
following! 
~~ Visiting the Teacher at Work. - Anderson, Barr, and Bush. 
Appl~ton -- See Chapter VIII, pp. 223-258. 
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-l*- A TEACHER t S REACTION TO THE INTERVIEW 
The supervisor of handwriting made three visits in my 
fourth-grade handwriting classes. I consider each visit was 
enjoyable arid helpful because of the fact that she found the 
good points in the les_sons first, and then in a very tactful 
manner offered her criticisms which helped to increase my 
ability and interest. 
She observed that a great many chJldren were havirg 
trouble with position. In order to correct this she gave as 
an illustration a boy on roller skates. While learning to 
skate he leans over, but when he has learn~d, he can skate 
standing straight. The children do not like to feel they are 
just learning to write, and will try to hold their bodies 
straight. By giving this illustration neither the pupils nor 
myself felt-that we were being criticized._ 
Since the supervisor's interview I have tried to give 
my criticisms to the children in the manne~ in which she gave 
them to me, and I find they are more_ beneficial. 
To me a s'upervisor' s visit should have a threefold pur-
pose! (1) To.find some good in the teacher's work; (2) to remedy 
her mistakes, and (3) to .form a closer tie between the super-
visor and the teac.her so that they may work together harmoniously 
.for the improvement of instruction • 
* Visiting the Teacher at Work - Anderson, Barr arid Bush • 
.Appleton - See Chapter X,, pp. 2_9.5 - 366. 
ff~~ 
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The authors give the fQllowing Critical Analysis which 
explains their own reactions after they have carried out their 
plans for these follow-up conferences:-
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SUPERVISORY PROCEDURE 
It is not always wise or possible to complete all 
that needs to be said in one yisit. Teachers, being human, 
when loaded with all of their shortc·omings at once, become 
discouraged, and fail because of this. Furthermore, from 
the standpoint of improving instruction; it is not possible 
---· 
to retain in mind any considerable number of facts at any one 
time. The teacher here interviewed is a typical, successful 
instructor with certain imperfections in technique. Through 
a series of three conferences she has '}p,een given actual 
assistance. The conference might have covered a semester, or 
even an entire year, but the purpose was ~ccomplished in the 
three visits made. 
-11-In the Chapter, Failures and Successes, thirty-one 
Oases of Supervisory procedures in response to specific teacher 
problems are concisely but intelligently explained. 
EVALUATION pF THIS STUDYBY ANDERSON, BARR, 
AND BUSH I~ VISITING THE TEACHER AT WORK. 4 
Another example of the type of study of Supervision 
which is at last getting into print -- a study in which Super-
vi·sors do describe very thoughtfully: -a~ the situation in the 
classroom at the time of the visit; -b- the procedures of the 
* Visiting the Teacher at Work - Anderson, Barr and Bush. 
Appleton -- See Chapter X, pp~ 295-366. 
.,... 
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teacher; -c- the actual activities of the Su~rvisor in meeting 
the teacher's problem; -d- follow-up conferences; -e- the out-
comes of units of Supervision. 
The definiteness with which each of the above points 
is discussed in connection with every case study taken up, 
makes this work of Anderson, Barr, and Bush an unusually val-
uable contribution, for the reason that by the method used by 
these authors, the weaknesses as well as the strong points 
of supervisory procedures are demonstrated. In several places, 
however, especially in the Case Studies, there appears to be 
·an over-elaboration of analysis which might interfere with the 
straightforward direct supervisory activity. 
D. A STUDY IN .11 SCHOOL SUPERVISION IN THEORY AND PRACTICE" 
ELLSWORTH COLLINGS -- THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY. 
Mr. Collings tells us that the concept of continuous 
growing is basis of the theory of supervision advocated in 
this discussion. * ttLife itself is interpreted as creative 
changing, growing and consequently education, teaching and 
su~rvision, each is interpreted as the process of creating, 
changing, growing. . An improvement in supervision is sought 
along this line. An attempt is made to harn~ss sciBntific 
procedure in the practice of thi~ theo~y• Scientific measures 
are employed to reveal lines of -teacher irnpc~ovement- ,~ and scien-
tific method is utilized in effecting the improvement of 
teaching along these lines. tt 
The author then proceeds (Part I) to set forth his 
* Supervision in Theory and Practice. Ellsworth Collings -
p. VIII of Introduction. 
theories of Education as Growth~ discussing in successive 
chapters the Nature of Growth, Criteria of Growth; Criterion 
of Activity, Criterion of Goal~ Criterion of Drive, Criterion 
of Success, Criterion of Leading On. 
*Just as the teacher is judged by her ability to stim-
ulate pupil-growth through the functioning of activity, goal, 
drive, success and.uleading-onn~ so the Supervisor must realize 
that the standards of teacher-growth resolve themselves into 
the same criteria as those of pupil-growth: activity, goal, 
drive, success and 11 leading onn. The Supervisor helps these 
standards to fm1ction in the following ways!-. 
I. Measuring teacher difficulties. 
II. Constructing teaching procedures. 
III. Executing teaching procedures. 
IV. Measuring improvements of teaching. 
In Part II the author works out the theories set forth 
in Part I. in definite methods of procedure. 
Following the accepted trends of educational measure-
ment, formulae are worked out for measuring activities and 
author sets forth an elaborate sche~e for securing the Individual 
Drive Index, the Inuividual Response Index, the Group Drive 
Index, the Group Response Index. While the essential idea of 
- -
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ca.naly~ng2rmpil ac~ivities_ is s_a_J::utary, the elaboration of this 
analysis into so much detailed scoring seem of doubtful value. 
To assist in illustrating his analysis the author uses a typical 
conversation of a group of children discussing the choice of 
* School Supervision in Theory and Practice - Ellsworth Collings 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company - p. 117 
• ·-.:-
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games and shows how these children in their spontaneous 
activities, demonstrate the Initiation of Goal, the Evaluation 
of Goal, Choice of Goal, Initiation of Means, Evaluation of 
Means, Choice of Means, Organization of Means, Execution of 
Means, Initiation of Improvement, Evaluation of Improvement, 
Choice of Improvement, Consummation of Improvement, Leading to 
Further Goals. 
*The author uses a Stenographic Report of a Dramati-
zation of the First Thanksgiving as a basis for an illustration 
of Measurement of Teacher Difficulties and sets forth the method 
of studying the teacher's procedures. In this particular the 
author judges the teacher to be very proficient in stimulating 
the children ttalong their_drive in the selected traitsn, and 
in providing suitable material in the way of stones, pictures, 
costume materials, etc. ttThe Response Indexn, the author 
continues, llindicates that the teacher was not so proficient 
in the direction of the children's response along their' drive 
in these traits. n He shows that the responses of the children 
reveal the following teaching difficulties; non-response of 
·pupils in the initiation, in the evaluation, and in the choice 
of means of dramatization of stones. 
In his Illustration III is a study based upon a 
Stenographic Report of a Conventional Lesson in Community Civics. 
There is a detail analysis here of the teaching difficulties --
thirteen diffinu1ties in stimulation, thirteen difficulties in 
di'ree"tion. 
~~- School Supervision in Theory and Practice - Ellsworth Collings 
Crowell Co. pp. 182 - 195~ 
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A detailed plan f'or Procedure in Constructive Teaching 
Procedures follows in Chapter XV. The subject matter of the 
conventional lesson criticised in the preceaing chapter is 
made the basis f'or a constructive plan along the lines of' the 
author's theories on directed pupil activity. A contrast is 
made with conventional teaching procedures~ the author con-
eluding this chapter with a statement of his idea of' the 
ttDif'ferences Due to Interpretation of Education •. ( p. 2;J-7) 
The conventional procedure is based on mass-assimilation of' 
certain.prescribed.subject-matter on the part of' children. 
The teaching procedure is thus a means of presenting such 
matter and testing children's ability to reproduce it. On the 
other hand, the teaching procedure advocated here is founded 
upon education as change of' the conduct of each and every 
individual child. The teaching procedure is in this sense a 
plan designed to enable a particular child to improve his con-
duct in carrying forward a particular enterprise. The differ-
ence is fundamental, f'or the very growth of' children themselves 
de·pends solely upon enabling them to improve their own conduqt 
to improve in the initiation, evaluation, choice, ··and organi:: 
zation of goal; initiation, evaluation~- choice and organizat'ion ~ 
of means; initiation, evaluation~ choice and consummation of 
th 1 It improvement leading to fur er goa s. 
There is no do.ubt that the fundamental doctrine here 
is sound. There is evidence, too, that the author has worked 
out in definite procedures his theories so insistently advocated. 
These theories; he 'frankly states, are taken over from Dr. Kilpatrick. 
... -
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He attempts here the practical constructive adaptation or 
these theories, as they. are wo.rked out by teachers and by 
Supervisors in their constructive procedures with teachers. 
* Measuring Teacher Improvement and the Individual 
Teacher Co~1eren6es are developed in succeeding chapters. 
Consistent with the author's ideas and with his plans in 
preceding chapters,· the difference between conventional con-
ferences and the better type of individual conference is shown. 
The differenc·e fundamental for the growth of the 
teacher is individual and not mass. It takes place in and 
through purposeful participation of the teacher on the job, 
and not through acquisition of information about various phases 
of teaching isolated from the j.ob. The teacher grows, in this 
sense, on the job. And this.is the function of the individual 
conference. 
In some phases of this study of Collings', as in that 
study of Anderson, Barr, and Bush, there is a·tendency to 
analyze too meticulously the procedures under considerations 
Some usable suggestions for introducing Supervisory 
Guidance through the organization of children's activities are 
well worked out step by step. 
The Stenographic Reports o.f School Enterprizes in the 
Appendix with which the book closes are helpful to teachers who 
need many concrete illustrations of projects. 
Taken as a whole, this study by Collings is important 
* Sc'b.ool Supervision in Theory a:i'l.d.Practice -Collings -
Chapter XVII 
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and significant. While one may not agree with all the 
t ~--- -, ., -. .· ·... '--- ''· -· 
author s --ft!~ticulous elabore_tio:rj-~of -h],s theories and practices, 
=--..;:: --~- ··__ ::. 
one cannot fail to get this essential idea: Collings tries 
to lift Supervision .fro--=m the vague, i11.definite, conventional 
matter which it has so often been to a scientific and workable 
series of procedures, intelligently worked out on the .sound 
basis of pupil and teacher activity, and response to self-
directed purposes. 
Collings is essentially right and many teachers and 
supervisors will be inspired and definitely helped by this book. 
STUDIES IN ttTHE JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL METHOD 11 
When Dr. Hosie· .founded the 11 Nat ional Conf'erence of 
Educational Method tt and made the Journal its official voice, 
he stated often his desire to organize Supervisors for the much-
needed study of the Theory and Practice of Su~rvision. The 
Journal would give t·he results of successful studies from 
various students of this important phase of educational science. 
Dr. Hosie has been eminentiy successful in accomplish-
ing his purposes, as is evidenced by active interest manifested 
in the Conference by educators of the highest standing in the 
cou~try and by the excellence of the articles contributed to 
the Journal. A :few of these are reviewed briefly. 
E STRAIGHT THINKING IN SUPERVISION. 
John J. Mahoney - Director of Harvard-Boston University 
Extension Course:s and Professor of Education in_Boston University. 
Jour·nal-of Educationar Method -· June, 1926, pp. 417-424. 
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.A clear call to Supervis:'lYS: to do 11the straight 
thinking, precise thinking,. 'sharp' thinkingtt that is imper-
.. 
at i ve ly 1:2-e~ede_c!_ to_c;ll3.y. .After noting the definiteness of the 
teacher's job in the _old days, t:h.e a~thor declares that many 
modern educators are befogged as they attempt to steer their 
way through the theories and practices demanded by the Platoon 
Plan, the Dalton Plan, the Project Idea, and all the rest of 
present -day shiboleths. 
Before one can attempt to supervise teaching, one 
should know what should be the aims.and what the procedure to 
accomplish those aims. The teacher, however, who follows some 
modern course of study is often told t() work for certain ob-
jectives which evidently are forgotten by the course makers 
after the first page. Though much is said about developing 
attitudes, habits, skills and appreciations, the author declares 
that little is actually done except to teach facts. 
Mr. Mahoney tells of his research work in three hundred 
elementary courses, with the purpose of finding an answer to 
the question, 11Why do we teach history in the elementary grades? 11 
'·' 
Illustrations of the conflict between aims and content of the 
courses, of the absurd character of the history problems set up 
• 
for various grades. One illuminating illustration is given 
from a Grade IV course, on Caheza da Vaca. The statement is 
made that examination of courses in elementary history shows 
that the teachers in 275 communities, ir their courses are at 
all suggestive of their teaching practices, are very generally 
-··:' "-
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engaged in the business of teaching history facts during the 
history period. 
The author says that the fu.tility of expecting children 
to reach standards of achievement that are attainable only by 
adults could be avoided if really rigorous thinking had been 
done by the course-makers~ After this discussion of outstand-
ing errors in courses of study~ the author states that there is 
need of clearer thinking on the part of Supervisors. There 
should be a wise use of objective standards, instruments to 
he~p in making t~ue judgments of teaching. The Courtis plan 
for teacher-rating is given as an example of an effective 
usable instrument for stimulating teacher's self-survey of her 
own procedures. The value of the trend of a Supervision that 
leads to job-analysis, to the study of long lists of supervisory 
and teaching activities, is noted~ but a warning is given that 
there is danger of sacrificing clear thinking and simplicity 
to thoroughness. 
The need of a a:ound philosophy to direct the science 
of teaching and of supervision is emphatically stressed. The 
author consistently urges the avoidance of crooked thinking 
that is all too common and the compelling need of straight, 
vigorous thinking in tackling the complex problems of Supervision. 
EVALUATION -- The author carries out his own counsel 
in this article which is one of the most noteworthy of the 
recent studies in Supervision. His own·thinking is clear and 
. vigorous .. He is- fearless and direct in attacking the incon-
sistencies and insincerities of modern procedures. His con-
• 
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elusions are not the result of mere theorizing but they are 
the outcome of close observation and study of recent plans~ 
courses of study and actual performances in various educational 
fields. He is definitely constructive in that he suggests 
remedies for the. errors he so skillfully exposes. 
F. STUDY OF 11 THE NATURE OF AIM AND ITS BEARING UPON SUPERVISION 11 -
0RVILLE G: BRIM, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL METHOD -- SEPTEMBER, 1926. 
Dr. Brim emphasizes in this study says, 11 The nature 
of aim implies that Supervision is subordinate to teaching, 
that it exists in a service relationship. 11 He describes the 
efforts of a seminar group to develop from ·Dewey's educational 
theory the implications that were basic for Supervision. 
* With his seminar group Dr. Brim considered the 
following questi~ns:-
a. What are the implications of Dewey's idea 
of the nature·· of mind for supervisory practice? 
b. What bearing has his idea of a democratic 
progressive society? 
c. Of a unique individual? 
d. The. nature of subject matter and method. 
e. The conception of education as growth. 
f. The nature of aim. 
The author tells that his students and he arrived at 
some definite conclusions as a. result of this attempt to apply 
Dewey's philosophy to practical procedures in Supervision • 
~~ Journal of Educa.tion~.l Me{hod~- September 1926, p. 5. 
The· Nature oi' Aim -and -Its Bea-ring upori. Supervision -·by Dr. Orville 
G. Brim. 
I ~,-~:~' 
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Among the most'important of these firidings were the following:-
1. So-called standards of Supervision are danger-
ous because they imply that good teaching can 
be finally and specifically predetermined. 
2. If artistic teaching is to be encouraged, then 
each teacher must be judged as to the extent 
to which she, in the light of educgtional 
principles and values, intelligently meets 
the situation before her. · 
Though the article is lengthy and proceeds as a 
theoretical, academic discussion, there is little that is new, 
and little that is practically suggestive in this study. 
G STUDY OF A JOB ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTARY SUPERVISION. 
P. F. Valentine -State Teachers' College, 
San Francisco, California~ 
Journal of Educational Method, March 1926. pp. 279-28~. 
This study is chosen for comment because it is typical 
of the kind of investigation which is being conducted with 
considerable frequency, especially by graduate students in 
schools.of education. 
Mr. Valentine tells us that his investigation was 
conducted with the two-fold purpose of ascertaining what several 
supervisors do in the actual process of elementary school super-
vision, and of' securing the personal reactions of' teachers ) 
with regard to these activities. 
He then describes his method of obtaining information 
·through conferences with supervisors of mature experience, and 
through questionnaires which requested teachers to check on a 
given list the supervising acticities which they considered 
most helpful and desirable. 
·-
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A list of 36 items arranged in the order of the 
approval of teacher$is then given. The following supervisory 
procedures rank highest on the list, according to the reactions 
of 98 teachers. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the vote for 
each item. 
1. Hold office hours for teachers seeking help. ( 89) 
2. Give classroom demonstrations when requested. (89) 
3. Hold instructional group meetings with new teachers.(84) 
4. Plan with new teachers individually. ( 83) 
5. Advise and assist in the collection of collateral 
materials, visual aids, etc. (82) 
6. Help teachers with broad and suggestive recommenda-
tions .. (81) 
7. Hold friendly personal conferences with teacher 
following visit. (81) 
8. Hold frequent instructional conferences with 
teacher groups. ('70) 
9. Send out mimeographed lessons helps. (6'7) 
10. Encourage invitations from teachers for special 
visits to their classrooms. (6'7) -
11. Send out mimeographed suggestions for reading and 
self-help. ( 6'7) 
12. Personally give prearranged model lessons at 
teachers' meetings. (66) 
~= It is significant that the two that are at the 
end of the list; a-re -- _ 
, 
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35. Make suggestions during observed lessons. 
36. Take notes during observed lesson. 
* The writer notes that the supervisory activities 
which.had the approval of the large number of teachers report-
ing may be classified under six major functions of supervision!~ 
1. Instruction of teachers to improve their work. 
2. Concrete helps in teaching. 
3. Inspiration and leadership. 
4. Establishment of cooperation between supervisor 
and teacher. 
5. Improvement of administration and curriculum. 
6~ Professional or cultural improvement of teacher. 
Valentine gives as one of his conclusions from this 
investigation that teachers do not rank first uthose more 
ambitious enterprises such as cultural and professional improve-
ment of the teaching staff, experimentation, curriculum 
studies, and the like. While not disapproving of these, they 
prize more the direct services. Whether the Supervisors them-
selves or the educational experts wholly agree is another 
matter! 
It would be very helpful if further studies would 
follow this type of Job, Analysis, explaining just how the 
~*" A Job Analysis of Elementary Supervision. Valentine. 
Journal of Educational Method. March, 1926, p. 282. 
•• 
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Supervisor accomplishes each or the activities or which 
teachers so strongly approve. What does she do in the 
periods when she meets teachers at her office, gives class-
room demonstrations, holds instructional meetings, plans with 
new teachers, holds friendly conference with mature teachers, 
helps teachers in any of the ways listed? Each of these pro-
cedures should be made the basis of careful investigation 
with helpful records of findings, after the type of work 
attempted by Anderson, Barr and Bush, by Collings, by 
Hawkes and Barlow, as noted in this thesis. 
SUMMARY 
The purpose set forth in the beginning of these 
studies was the evaluation of actual supervisory procedures, 
with the view of noting: 1. Aims and objectives of super-
visory activities; 2. Nature of these activities; 3. Out-
comes of activities; 4. Needed improve~ents in supervisory 
procedures. 
SECTION II •. 
These reports were of units observed by the writer. 
In this group, in Study 1, the excellence of the aims, _pro-
cedures and outcomes in the work or· a Pritna_ry Supervisor in~ 
a unit of lessons in a new system of ~Prima'fy Reading was noted. 
Study 2 gives the reasons for the failure of the 
activities of a Supervisor of Class Room procedures. 
· Study 3 explains the reasons for the superior type 
of work done _by teachers and pupils in a Junior High School 
1;-~--- . "'-~ 
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under the leadership of a Supervising Principal who has won 
distinction in the educational field. 
SECTION III. 
In this group of Personal Reports of Supervisors 
upon their Own Activities, the attempt is made to discover 
to what ~xtent Principals and other Supervisors work toward 
definite aims and how they attempt to accomplish these aims. 
But especially is it desired in this particular group of 
studies to find out to what extent Principals are able to 
survey their own procedures, to evaluate them, and to suggest 
lines of self-improvement in the field of their Supervisory 
function. 
Study A. gives a Principal's detailed report of his 
procedures, pages 8~17, in helping teachers to analyze 
arithmetic difficulties, and to find remedies for these diffi-
culties, through the successive grades of a school of eight 
grades - twenty units. This work. of the Principal of this 
school is knovm to the writer and its excellence is due to 
the Principal's abJJity to carry on with ~is teacbers prac-
tical studies o£ ~he kind here described. His readiness to 
analy~e hJ.S own preble'nfs and ~satisfactory results is in-
= 
. . 
.. His dicative of his personal power and effectiveness. 
con-
elusions are logical and suggestive. 
Study B. is based upon the report of a Director of 
Practice and Traini_ng in a large school system. It is in-
clined to show that a Supervisor who is called successful 
I 
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has not learned to analyze and evaluate adequately her own 
procedures. 
Study C, like B, is simply a list of performances, 
with little or no detail given by way of survey of any one 
activity. 
Study D is included because it is an interesting, 
honest statement of the Supervising Principal of the follow-
ing points: 
l. She feels her inadequacy in self-analysis and 
autobiographical reports. 
2. She thinks she conducts a progressive school, 
though she says that she does not in her report use the 
terminology of modern educational language. 
3. Her honest attempts at teacher improvement are 
evident, though she overemphasizes petty points and is in-
clined to be lacking in tact in some of her dealings with 
teachers. 
4. She really is a very good Principal and is being 
helped by these efforts at self-survey. 
Study E, of another woman, Principal of a large 
elementary school, displays more proficiency in the art of 
effective supervision as well as in the expertness in telling 
of her varied supei'vi sory activities. 
Study F, the most professional of all these Personal 
Reports by Supervisory officials, demonstrates the writer's 
familiarity with methods of making this kind of self-investi-
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gation. This report is a valuable contribution, because it 
sets forth in det·ail the writer 1 s aims and objectives in 
his leadership of teachers, his systematic plans for attaining 
his goals, his methods of procedure, and his evaluatiofi of the 
outcomes as they appear in the work and in the spirit of the 
teachers and pupils-. The ability to evaluate his own super-
visory efforts is clearly shown. 
One conclusion stands out very definitely as a result 
of these personal reports of Supervisors on their own activities, 
namely, that there is a high correlation between the effective-
ness of their Supervision and their ability to analyze and to 
report clearly upon the results of their self-analyses. 
SECTION IV. treats of some Significant Studies of 
Supervision. 
Study A is a Superintendent 1 s Plan to help Principals 
to develop their ~upervisory functions so that they may help 
teachers toward improvement. It was. a plan tried by the 
writer of this thesis.. In carrying it out many interesting. 
situations developed which showed the need of continued and 
systematic Principals' meetings, in order that the less effi-
cient Principals might do more effective Supervision and the 
- bett~~=type of Principal be encouraged to better his achieve-
ment. A detailed study of procedures at each one of a unit 
of Principals' meetings would be a valuable contribution, 
because the interchange of ideas and the definite contri-
butions of Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent and 
of the Principals could be given consideration. 
• 
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Study B is based on the book of Arthur s. Gist 
which is one of the best contributions we have yet had on 
t~e Elementary Principal as a Supervisor. Gist speaks from 
a background of years of successful experience as an Elementary. 
Principal. His purposes are clearly defined; he tells definite-
ly what the Supervising Principal does when he supervises; his 
procedures are infused with the best thought in the accepted 
modern educational philosophy; he suggests workable plans for 
self-surveys by Principals~ This book carries the study 
of the efficient Principal still further than did Cubberley 
in The Principal and His School, in describing what happens, 
why it happens, when Supervisors are at work. Gist 1 s book 
is one of the treatises that are now appearing in response 
to the demand for illustrations of specific Supervisory 
procedures •. 
Study C is an attempt to examine and evaluate another 
report of concrete supervisory activities as set forth in 
ttvisiting a Teacher at Work 11 by Anderson, Barr and Bush. This 
report is valuable, because of its very careful setting forth 
in much detail examples~ of actual units of Supervision. It 
is rather unique in its field and helpful because it proves 
that it is "possible to carry out""SupeTviso.ry~plans based on 
--- ~ 
definite aims and that very accurate reports of such procedures 
can .be kept and presented for study. As in the work of 
Collings ~eported in Study D, there is danger of too much 
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elaboration. In their attempts to do a complete piece of 
work, they may give Supervisors the impression that it is 
necessary always to follow all the steps presented in these 
texts with logical sequence~ and practical detail. 
The work of Collings is very significant in that 
it is a more successful attempt that is usually observed to 
explain how effective Supervisory activities may actually 
grow out of an educator's earnest and persistent efforts 
to make the philosophy of Kilpatrick and others of his 
school a really vital living force in everyday Supervision. 
Collings has clarity of purpose, has resourcefulness. in work-
ing out his purposes, and has set up usable standards' for 
evaluating outcomes. Though he seems at times to overdo 
in carrying out his excellent aims, his book is sure_ly an 
outstanding example of industry and devotion to his purpose 
of giving a worthwhile contribution to the improvement of 
Supervision. 
SECTION V includes so.me articles from the Journal 
of Educational Method, an educational magazine that specializes 
on worthwhile discussions of problems of Supervision and on 
reports of effective Supervisory practices. The article on 
ttstraight Thinking in Supervisiont1 by Profes.sor John J. 
Mahoney was ch-o~en to lead the group of contributions in this 
section because it sets forth truthfully, forcefully, and , . 
most engagingly certain dangers of crooked, supe~,ficial 
thinldng in Supervision. He is not merely iconoclastic. 
,f{:t" 
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His plans for achieving straight, vigorous thinking, 
leading to sensible, attainable goals are clear and convincing. 
Dr. Orville Brim's article on the Nature of Aim 
and Its Bearing upon Supervision is included, because it is 
an example of the academic type of treatise on Supervision 
often noted in educational publications. Scholarly, logi.cal, 
and comprehensive, it covers ground already fairly well 
cultivated. In spite of its worthy intent, it would not be 
very helpful to the majority of Supervisors. 
P. F. Valentine's uJob Analysis of Elementary Super-
vision11 furnishes an illustration of a type of investigation 
pursued by students of education. This report summarizes the 
answers of teachers in r~ply to a questionnaire asking teachers 
to rank, according to the degree of helpfulness, the 36 
Supervisory procedures listed. Further development of each 
type of· procedure would be suggestive. 
SOME CONCLUSIONS AS THE RESULT OF THESE STUDIES IN SUPERVISION. 
1. There is an imperative need for reports of.deter-
minati ve studies of procedures in Supervision _w:Q.ich __ ~ha~l 
evaluate aims, methods, outcomes, and shall suggx~t improve-
ment of such procedures. 
2. Many persons engaged, under various titles, in 
the work of Supervision are noticeably lacking in the tech-
nique of self-survey to determine and evaluate their own 
procedures e 
• 
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3. Ability to study one's own Supervisory pro-
cedures seems to correlate closely with superior achieve-
ment in Supervision. 
4. As the scientific study of Supervision pro-
gresses, there are appearing a few treatises of considerable 
value, in response to the need for detailed reports o:f 
actual Supervisory procedu~es. In some of the recent publi-
cations by Gist, by Anderson, Barr and Bush, by Collings, 
there is the danger of too metic:ulous· analysis, discouraging 
to the teacher, and misleading to Supervisors who may study 
these reports. 
5. How May Supervisory Procedures be Improved? 
As a result of these Studies in Supervision, it 
seems reasonable to believe that improvement in Supervision 
will come to pass in proportion to the degree in which the 
Supervisors can attain success in working toward the follow-
ing desirable trends!-
1. Clear, vigorous thinking on the part of the 
Supervisor concerning the objectives of Supervisory activities. 
2. A sane attitude concerning what is worthwhile 
content in the courses of study, and what standards are 
·. ~reasonably~ and profitable attainable by pupils in each grade. 
-3. -:&.more c~eful study of means of developing 
teacher initiative and resourcefulness, instead of attempting 
to tell what teachers what ought to be done, especially ;tn 
the use of measurements, of classroom procedures, and similar 
activities. 
;.:--
4. A more intelligent method o.f self-survey on 
the part o.f Supervisors to determine the strength and the 
weakness of the various steps in their proced~es, so that 
there may be an elimination of generalized and conventional 
methods of dealing with all situations. 
5. A study of' the technique of' recording in detail 
supervisory activities and of reporting adequately upon these 
· activities for the benefit of all engaged in this kind of' 
educational work. 
6. A thorough knowledge of the best contributions 
toward the development of the theory and practice of Super-
vision that are now available with the habit of keeping up 
constantly with the best current studies. 
7. A constant effort to add to one's growth 
along cultural lines, not directly connected with the tech-
nique o.f the teaching profession. 
• 
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